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1 
imODUGTIOM 
The phencraencm of oh^caX chaoge as a result of reeoil fron mclear 
reactions was Urst observed ly Szilard and Chalmers (1) who stoved that 
the radloaetlve atoms fomed neutron capture could be separated from 
the parent Molecules and concentrated* l^is dlscoveiy opened up thtt 
field of researdi in the chemical effects of nudear transfomatlons* 
the so-called "hot-atom" dhonistzy. 
When an atom ui^rgoes a nuclear tramtormtlan, it must by momen­
tum considerations acquire an energy of recoil. In many sudi trans-
fozmations this emrgy ia siuoh greater than the energjr Isy vhlGb the 
atom is held in chonical cc»abination. The result is that the atom vill 
be fraed from its original molecular state. There can be little dcubt 
that the recoiling atom will break some, peztusips many« dmical bonds 
as it loses its recoil energjr, but the exact processes 1:^ which the re­
coil atom does or does not reenter into chemical combination are still 
far from being well understood. 
The "hot-atom" chemist has, in general, made the attempt to deter­
mine the chemical forms in which the recoil atoms are finally found and 
how vazying the conditions of temperature, phase and composition affect 
the relative emounts of these radioactive chemical foms. In this way 
he has hoped indirectly to get at the me<^anians involved. 
far the greatest nus^r of studies in this field have been 
concerned with z^coil atoms activated by themal neutron capture. 
Several stipes have been carried out with atoms activated I7 isomeric 
transition y-rays. In this second case the recoil is usually not great 
enough to rupture chemical bonds, but in cases where internal conversion 
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occmrs the atom is left in a highly ionised state and decoffipoeitl(ln 
oecars as a result of the lonlsatlon. A few studies have been carried 
out involviz^ atcms chemical:^ activated bjr °<-deoajr and /3-<iecay in 
which <»ee the atoms produced are non'^isotopie with target atons* 
Other investigations in which non-isotopic product atoas ara produced 
have been comemed with (n^p), and (p^n) reactions* Recently 
(n«2n) and (d^p) reactions have beoa added to the list of those pro­
ducing isotopic product atoas. 
Berhaps the least used nethod of activation has been that uidng 
hiiJl). emrgy Y-raya, Because of the availabilitjr of the 65 Msv Iowa 
State College synchrotron, it was felt titiat a studj^ involving photo-
activated recoil at ens might be suocessfuUj carried out* A prisaxy 
coiK^ra in such a study is the extent of radiation damage to ths target 
compound in the very high x-ray fluxes involved idien photoactivation is 
used, HowevnTf if the radiation dasiage were found to be of Uttls 
importance the infomation gained from studies such as these could 
provide valuahle compariscm to the previous (n,2r) voz4c. 
Recent investigations by and Libby (2}j and Friedman and 
Libby (3) have involved the detexmination of the yields of the various 
radiobrcad.de ecrapounds foxmd during the thermal neutron irradiation of 
the propyl brcnides* Further wozic along these lines has been carried 
oat Chlen (ii), and Svans and WlUard ($) have very recently reported 
a gas phase chromatographic method of det«ralning the relative yields 
of organic products whldi Indicates that about twice as many products 
are produced in the propyl bromides as had preiriously been reported (2,1;) • 
Since i;«6 hour can be produced botii ly (V«n) and (n»2r) reaotions, 
the propyl bromide isystea secned a logical one with which to start ths 
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Goapariaon of the two Eethods of activation# In the (»m of the (y,n) 
remction the initial energjr of recoil would be much greater^ and the 
importance of the initial recoil energjr ooald be elucidated coaparing 
the lesults from the two activation aethode* Su<^ coneideration aa 
this have prmpted the present investigation of tlm chcsaical effects 
vhiefe reoilt frtm the photonuclear activatixn of the propjrl bx^^sidee. 
the historioal development of the whole field of "hot-atsn" 
cheai8tZ7 provides a stzlking example of the interdepeiKlence of chemistxy 
and piiyedos* To give the reader a better appreciation of the field as 
it now stands a fairly complete review of the literature is presented 
in the neict section* For fkirthor information one is refernKi to ths 
excellent reviews of the field compiled by Willard (6,7) in 1953 and 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Diacoveiy and Early History of "Hot-atom" Chemistry 
Not long after the discoveiy of the neutron £• Feml and his coworkers 
(8, Amaldl and others) showed that a large number of elements are capable 
of capturing neutrons to form radioactive isotopes, especially if the neutrons 
are slowed to thermal energies. One disadvantage conmcted with these pro­
duct radioactivities was that they were isotopio with the target^ and no 
diemical technique by whidi they could be separated from tfa^ tar^t atoms 
was known at the time. There was, however, an increasing demand both by 
physicists and by researchers in various other fields to produce these iso­
topes in hi^ specific activities. 
It was theorized that about 0.009 mass units weald be converted into 
energy (about 7 to 9 (iev) in the neutron capture process. Since beta 
decay following such activation took care of only 2 Itev or less, it was 
suspected that {T-rays would be given off with maximum energies of 5 to 7 
Hev. The observation that such 2^-radiation accompanied neutron capture 
was reported l:y D. Lea (9)« who observed J^radiation acc(»npaqying neutron 
capture ty hydrogen to fom deuterium. 
Soon after Lea's discovery* Sasilard and Chalmers (l) perfoitned their 
veiy important experiment. They irradiated ethyl iodide containing a 
trace of iodine with neutrons from a Rn-Be source. Following the irra­
diation they shook the ethyl iodide with an aqueous reducing solution 
and precipitated silver iodide. By this method they were able to increase 
the counting rate Isy a factor of ten. Such an increased specific activity 
could only be explained on the basis that bond rupture had occurred as 
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a result of recoil from the nuclear reaction. 
For r~ragr8 of the energies predicted the recoil enez^ would be 
about IjCK) ev for an 1^^ atcmi. Since the oazlson-iodine bond has an 
energy of only about 2 ev th(»*e was little doubt that this recoil 
could cause bond zuptuxe. Se-veral early workers (10,11,12) reported 
energies of capture j^'rays ranging up to about 7 Hev which further 
proof that bcmd rupture must ha-re occurred* 
The Szilard-Chalioers technique was imsaediately given widespread 
use in prodt^ing hig^ specifie aoti-ri^ smples of induced 
aetiTities* Erbadher and iMlipp (13) and Suie (ll4«l5) reportsd miniiaaB 
enzlGbfflsnt factors of 2.U x 10^ and 2.3 x 10^, respeetiTely> for 
Ssilard-Qbalffisrs techniques in whi<di irradiated organic halldes vrors 
extracted without resorting to isotopie carriers. 
The literature contains manor repozts of investigBtions in which 
the Szilard^Chalaers method has been applied to produce high specific 
actirity for various types of problems Involving tracers (l6j)17«18«19, 
20,21,22»23f2U«25,26), The Ssilard-Chalaers technique can be used to 
incretuse the specific activity only If the rate of thenul exiEdMuoge 
between ^e parent conpound and tlw recoil atoms is quite slow* 
niere have been sone reports that bond rupture nay ]:u>t have occurred 
in the pile irradiation of K^stine (27) and vitamin (28)* If such 
were the case vitamin 6^2, for instance, oouM be tagged directly with 
Go^ without going throu^ a complioated synthesis* However, more 
re^nt workers (29,30) have found no evidence for wch tagging in the 
case of vitamin 
A recent study ^de by Boyd, Cobble and Wexler (31) Imolved the 
application of the Szilard-caialmers technique to pile irradiated KBrO^. 
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reported a 22,000 fold enrichment of 35 •? ^'oar Br®2, but thigr also 
foufid that the speelfie aotivii^ decreased with tine and waa independent 
of the intensity of the source. lIMs indicated that radiation deconpo-
sition was not important, bat that the fjree radicals were recombining, 
possibly with the hB3j> of the radiation* 
la case of compouikls less stable than KBzO^ the anoimt of 
radiation deocniposition couM be vezy important* If, for instance, an 
appreciaMA fraction of inactive atoms were released radiaticm daaa^, 
th^ wouM greatly diminish the speoifio activity of the active atons 
released by ^^recoil* 
The fact that not all of the radioactive atoms could be removed 
fron organic tar^t ccepounds by the Szilard-Chalrasrs tecisiiqae prompted 
ear3y workers to investigate the chenLoal nature of the coniipoands in which 
the radioactive atoms wesre "retained**. The methods applied involved the 
addition of tnacroscopic mounts of the expounds expected. The radio­
active Bols coles wouM be carried in the various compounds. These couM 
then be separated and counted to detemiae the relative yields of the 
various suspected radioactive forms which were produced in the retention 
process. 
CQudcauf and Fay (32) carried out the first detailed investigation 
of tiw oh^Bdcal effects of radiative neutron capture. Siese workers 
selected the alkyl halides for their studies because it was known that 
halogen atoms exchanged very slowly with alisyl halide molecules. They 
were able to show that active iodine and bromine atoms could substitute 
for either hydrogen or halogen atoms in the process of losing their 
recoil eaergies. Thus, although thejanal excbangie was not taking place 
it definitely appeared that exchange witii high energy or "hot" atoam 
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was t^ing i^oe, 
Th« laaln bulk of the votk In "hot-aton" ehemlstzy has involved the 
stadT- of the cheioioal efJDBCts resulting trm radiative neutron oaptaz« 
moh like the pioneer woric of dLuckauf and Fay} and allqrl haUde ^jrsteme 
have received the most stttdr beoaase of their relatively simple chemical 
properties and the favorable nuclear properties of the halogens* 
Qiemical Effects of Activation by IsoRffiric Transitions 
The iscneric transitioa method of activation provides a 'roxy clear 
exa!B{^ of tto interdependence of fdiysics and chemistiy* Segre, Halford^ 
and Seaborg (33) and, independently* Devault and Xib^ (3I4) ahowed that 
18 min ftp®® is the iscKexlc dau^ter of li.6 hr Br®®®. Eadh ueed the 
Szilard-C^Almers techni^e of extracting the Br^^ atoas away fran the 
parent ccmpound* In the case of the BrSO" transition the recoil energy 
expected frcsn the U3 Kev ^-riQra (35*36) Is only about 0*02 ev* If the 
^ray irere converted in the K-i^ll the recoil energy would still be 
only about 0.2 ev. SIik^ nost bond energies fall in the range £jxm 2 
to 5 ev It Is apparent that recoil would not be suffieiest to cause b<md 
rupture. 
It was finally shown very definitively hy Seaborg* Friedlander* and 
Kennedy (37) that bond rt;^u]re requires internal conversion of the low 
energy transition Vs, Thay prepared gaseous telliiritm diethyl con­
taining re^7 and Te^^ and zinc diethyl ccmtaining Zn^^. It was found 
that no bond rupture occurred in the case of the zinc diethyl even thou^ 
the transitico K^^ray for Zn^^ had an energy of 0.it7 He v. However, a 
definite asKmst of tellurim activity was separated fron the tellurLim 
diethyl as a reailt of the transition JT's of Te^^ and Te^. The energies 
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of these Pa were known to be about 0.1 Mev or aboat one-fifth the energy 
of the transition y-ray. Qamoa recoil ocaild therefore not exj^in 
the bond rupture in the tellurian diethyl. It was known, however» that 
the pB in teUurium were largely eonverted whereas those in zinc were 
not* These authors thus predicted that the hi^ state of eleetronie 
excitation that results from the loss of a conversion electron is respon­
sible for the accompanying isomer separation proves due to the operation 
of the Fxanck-Condon principle. Not long after the above work was carried 
out Cooper (38) showed theoretically that Internal coznrersion or K-capture 
can cauM bcsid rupture by means of Auger processes (39) • In these processes 
the vacancy in a low lying shell remits in readjastment of several electrons 
to £111 the vacancy. In a reomt investigation Viexler and Oavies (I4O} 
have shown that the average diarge resulting from the transition 
is plAis ten. Hiskel and Berlman (Ul) tave shown that the average charge 
cH3i Cl37 fozsed by electron capture in is about plus U* 
fhe importanoe of discussing the chesdcal effects resulting from 
iscaaeric transition;^ in which recoil energy plays little part in bond 
rupture, may not be evident at first. It is apparent that the only energy 
which the highly charged Br^ atcsi will have following the ^^-trsnsition 
will be that resulting from the repulsion of positive nuclei and the 
attraction of planetazy electrons. It must therefore depend mainly m 
electronic excitation to get back into ehemiGal combination. One might 
expect ionic reaction mechaniaas. On the other hand in the case of zecoil 
frcm thermal neutron capture jT-rays the energy of the freed atom is great 
enou^ to cause fragmentation in the medium. If -the medium were essentialJly 
om which involved covalent bonds, the highest probaldlity is that soeh 
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fragsieiits would be free radicals. In the (n^y} ease one wtmld expeet that 
angr charge the recoil aton ai^t acquire as a result of the ^f^-emission 
would most likely be xieutralized long before the atcm had becone ^tt^r-
aalized"} that is« in thezmodTnamic equilibrium with the surrounding 
sodium. This would be expected because of the raangr coUisices required 
to lower its energy to a tdiermal one. Thus in the case of (n,}() reactions 
one mi^t expect predoninantly f)ree radical type mechenioasi and« if so, 
chenlcal effects resulting from the (n«^} processes would most likely 
be quite different frcan those resulting Ax>m isomeric transitions. 
Apparently bond rupture does not always occur as a result of the 
transition. Sxperiioents with taromins ccnpouiuis which were 
designed to prevent re-^ntry of a freed atom back into the parent molecule 
have sham that a^jrwhere from 0 to 100^ of the bromine may be retained 
Thus« there is definite evjUtence that even with an a-rerage 
plus charge of 10 in a Br^ atom> bond rupture may not take place. 
Hagee and Qurnee (145) have indicated moag otitor things that the 
lowest electronic states of simple HBr**^ aoleculfis nay be hcmopolar 
states which are stable with respeet to dissociation into and 
This is soBSidiat borne out in the data of Hanill and Xoung {kZ) in which 
gaseous Hir shows an apparent failure of bond rupture of the time and 
DBr* 16% of the tias. 
Most comparative studies have shown that (n*^) aotivaticm and isomeric 
transition lead to somefihat different choaical effects. This might have 
been expected on the basis of the preceding discussion. However, there 
has been some experimental evidence to the effect that some of the y*8 
given off in (n^/) reactions are of low «30U£^ energy to be similar to 
isomeric transition y*s and are emitted quite long after the initial bond 
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rupturing ^s. These delayed ^'s could give rise to oheidcal effects 
sijuiiar to those of the ison^ric transition. 
Hibdon and Huehlbaase (I46) have observed the conversion electron 
frcm neutron capture in 62^^» 
a 180® Y-TAf speotrograi^ii. 7he expected lifetimes of the transitions are 
in the range of from 20"^^ to 10**^ seoonds. Also, other ree«it data have 
ahoim evidence of a positive charge m the recoil atons resulting frc»t 
(0,2") activation* Wexler and Davies {hi) have reported that at least 12^ 
of Br®0«, 25$ of Br®®, $0% of and about 18$ of Br®® is positively 
charged during stabilisation of the pzodact nucleus following neutron 
captare. Tosia and Bavies (U8) have shoim that the isajorlty of the gold 
and indiun atoms ^ich x^coil from thin films of gold and indiun durii^ 
neutrm irradiation are positively charged* this diarge must be produced 
bgr some kind of an internal conversion process idiich imist occur long eixm^ 
after the emission of the initial energetic ^-rays to allow the atoms to 
leave the surface, or their charge woitld be neutralised before thegr escaped. 
Homig, Levey and Willard (ii?) have shovn that in about h$% of the 
neutrcm capture events in the I^^(n,2f)I^® reactioa is produced 
when a mixture of I2 and is irradiated. In the same experiment 
vas introduced as molecular iodine, and atoms were produced photo~ 
diemically. Production of was not observed indicating that tlw 
mechanim did not involve free radicals. These workers postulated that 
the reaction must occur in an inversion type step between a hot atom 
and a methane molecule* l^y suggested that the reaction occurs as a 
result of internal conversion of part of the energy of the (n,^ process 
rather than completely as a result of the kinetic energy. 
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Tb» iQTSteB vhleh has given the widest variation of results for the 
two iwthods of activation is that of a mixture of bromine aiui toluene* 
The ratio of toluene ^oroide to benzyl bromide as deternined ly Qavoret 
and Isr&mif ($0) was 0.12 ly isomeric transition and 0.8 by neutron cap~ 
ture» The ortho/meta/para ratio in both cases was k/2/ l»  
Bohlman and Willard (26,51) have made a comparison using a mixture 
of bromii^ and tetrachloroethylene. They found organic yields of 37% in 
the liquid solution and 0^ in the gas {iiaw for the {n,t) processf in 
contrast to and 19%» respectively, for tlie isomeric transition process. 
I^e double bond seems to exhibit a mneh greater affinity for the isoraerio 
transitltm activated Br^ than for the (n,^<') activated Br®®. Similar 
results on a less marked scale have been observed in the systems Br2~CCl|^ 
(51,52) and Brg-CCl^Br (53). In the Brg-CCli^ liquid solution the total 
organic yields depended upon the mode of activation. However, the yields 
of Ca^BrOO. oajBrBrfiO «4 higtor boiling product. ««, within tta «-
pezimental error, in the sajsae iratio regardless of the mode of activation. 
One thus suspects that the chemical yields were dependent on the relative 
probabilities for the occurretice of the various types of collisions 
necessaiy to produce the given products. 
Very recently Levey and Willard (51i) have carried out an investigation 
of the yields of organic products re suiting frwai the Br^®"(l.T.) Br®® 
reaction in the propyl bromides. %e relative yields are found to be 
strikingly similar to the results previously deteiwined for the Br^(n,y) 
Br®®® reaction in the propyl brcmides (2,1*). 
Scan questions c(%ie to mind as ccmcems the cojEparison of these two 
methods. How might the results tr<m the (^,n) mode of activation be expected 
to c<%pare with those from the above two methods? How would the much greater 
12 
recoil energy enter in, and vould there again be the possibility of ^'a 
being given off as the corapovmd nucleus stabilizes itself into the radlo~ 
active product? Pfeiiiaps experimental results on the (Sxemical effects of 
the (^«n) process will help to anstaer these questions. 
Chemical Effects of Activation by Radiative Neutron Capture 
Qas Phase Investigations 
Studies of the dieinlcal effects resulting from the (n,^) process in 
gaiKOus eystems have been fruitful in explaining various aspects of *'hot~ 
atom" chemistry. 
Xlancoff and Kubitsdiek (^5) have recently reported that the total 
energy of ^T-rays emitted in the radiative neutron capture process Is 5 
to 10 Hev. Using the mcmentum equation* 
% - ev, 
where is the ^-ray energy in Mev and M is the mass of the recoiling atom 
in amuf one can detemine the recoil energy of that atom. If one assumes 
that a single ^ray Is given off and that the atom has a mass of 100, then 
the x^coll energy will be about 1^0 ev. Since chemical bond energies range 
from 2 to 5 ev there Is llttXe doubt that bond rupture would take place 
in aich a case. However, In general, two to six jT-rays are given off ($6). 
There is the possibility that these are given off simultaneously and with 
sueh angular xslation that the momenta would cancel giving vexy little recoil 
er^rgy to the activated atcm. This Is a snail fraction as shown Cobble 
and Boyd (S7) who calculated that the portion of atcins from the Br®^ (n,y) 
reaction which receive less l^ian 10 ev recoil ener@r Is about 3 
and 1*5^ for the emission of 6, i; and 3 ^T-rays, irespectlvely. As was 
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brought out earlier there i« indication that some of the y-rays are given 
off Mttch later than the initial one in which case they would not be simul­
taneous and the momenta would not cancel* Molecular vibrations have periods 
of the order of seconds and if the elapsed tiuie between the emission 
of y's is longer than thisj the V's will not act as if simultaneous as far 
as boiMi rupture is concerned. 
Suess ($8) has indicated that if the molecule containing the activated 
at(»ii is not dissociated ijamediately the whole molecule may recoil. In 
such a situation the internal energy, available for bond rupture, is 
the difference between the recoil energy of the activated atom and that 
of the i^ole molecule, 
where M is the mass of the activated atom and K* is the mass of the rest 
of the molectile. Perhaps this explains idiy Williams and HamiU (,h2,$9) 
have found that some 2$% of the Br®® atoms resulting from the 
Br®® process in a mixture of HBr and a trace of »<',^-dibromoethylene remain 
in inorganic canMnation* Since theira wozkers had pretty well established 
that all thermauLized brmnine atoms would enter organic combination only by 
exchange with the olefin, the only possibility other than nonrupture of 
the bond would be that an exchange reaction involving "hot" at(^s occurs* 
These same wozicers (59) have shown that about 13^ of the bromine atoms 
activated by the Br^^(n,y) Br®® process in ethyl bromide at 700 mm presaire 
fom HBr by a "hot" reaction (Br • RH -• R • HBr) before they have been 
thermalized* HamiU and Young (142) believe that this same type of reaction 
occurs to a certain extent in the case of activation by isomeric transition 
in gaseous There is also evidence that 1 to 3^ of the recedl 
halogen atcms from the neutron irradiation of gaseous ethyl bromide (59) 
lU 
and gaseous ethyl Iodide (59) may reenter organic oombination bgr "hot" 
processes. Other studies (60f6ly62y63»6ii|65) in photoehemistzy and 
radiation chemistrj have indicated that "hot aton^ and "hot radical" 
reactions may be important* 
Apparently sudb considerations as raomentun cancellation and energy 
availabls for bond mpture are seldom of importance in gas i^se re­
actions induced by neutrons^ since almost cmplete bond rupture has been 
noted in nearly all investigations. Verier and Itevies (U?) have reported 
I3S retention of Br®^ in ethyl broraide, libby (66) had previously reported 
in the saioe system at hi^ gas pressuresy and Suess (58) had reported 
2$ from raeasurments on the Br®^ isomer. Other cases which leave little 
doubt that the (n>^ process is nearly IDCSt efficient in producing b{»id 
rupture are the 2^ retention of 01^® aetirity from the (n,y) reaction on 
butyl chloride (6?) and the less than US retention of in QPjBr (68). 
One vould esqpeot that if bond rapture occurs in the gas phase it voaM 
also occur in condensed phases. 
Rice az»i WiUard (68) have ixited that the organic yield in CF^Br 
increased as a function of gas densily. They felt that this might be 
explained by assuming that the diffusion coefficients of the organic 
radicals formed around the x«coil atom are decreased more by the density 
increase than are the diffusicm coefficients of the inorganic fragments* 
Such a condideraticsi will be discussed later in connection with organic 
yields in condensed phases. 
Investigations InvolTing Oaqr'^ions of Inorganic Salts 
A few studies have been carried out on the chemical effects of the 
(n«^) reaction n^ich occur in inorganic salts containing oxy-anions. 
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No distinct cofflparlson with the efi)icta produced in the alkyl halides can 
be made because of the different ohendoal nature of these two types of 
substances* The chemical efitects whldi have been noted In the inorganic 
studies seem to indicate that a range of recoil energies exists for a 
given iUft) transition. Thus^ 9% of KBrO^ irradiated in a pile appears 
to exhibit no bond rupture (31) • 
Cleaxy* HamlU and Williams (69) have found 20% zetentlon as 10^" 
frosn neutron irradiated solutions of NalO^ over a wide range of concen­
tration and pH. However, the yield was reduced to 6%, bit no lowrar^ bgr 
tto .ddltlon ox I- or OfjOH ud to W, but m> hlgl»r, ly tk. 
presence of Titose results indicate that in 6% of the cases xk) boi^ 
ruptuz% takes place; in 3h% of the cases an unstable intemediate lOg" 
is fozned which is affected the presence of oxidizing and reducing 
agentsj and in the remaining 60^ of the cases 10" and I* ax« formed vhlch 
are not affected fcgr the presence of The fact that a vazylng maeber 
of I<-0 bonds are ruptured is Indicative of either a distribution in recoil 
energies or in the probability of decomposition of a highly excited lOi^* 
ion into various lower oxidation states. 
It will be evident later that a similarity exists between the results 
of ^ese oxy-anlon studies and the results where alkyl halides are involved, 
at least in a general sense. Some ohemioal effects can be varied by the 
presence of additives during irradiation while others cannot. In the case 
of the alkyl halides certain additives which exhiHt very mazlced effects 
on tlM ratio of or^nlc yield to inorganic yield have case to be known as 
"scavengers". These "scavengers" have been quite important in showing that 
thermal reactions as well as "hot" reactions occur in alkyl halides acti­
vated by neutron capture. 
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For further reference to the literature coneemed with inorganic 
stttdies involring activation hj neutiran capture one should refer to the 
reviews WiUard (6,7) and to the bodk by ¥ahl and Bonner (70)* 
Chemical Effects in I.tQuid and Solid Alkyl Halide Systema 
It has been clearly shown that in,}5) activation nearly always results 
in bond rupture in gaseous alkyl halides (i(7«l4?»58f^9t67«68). mu8t« 
therefore* infer that the organic yields of 20^ and greater which occur 
for these compounds in the liquid and solid phases are the result of re« 
cofflbination of the freed recoil atoms with the mtdium* In the early studies 
several groups of investigators (32(51*71*72^73) suggested the possibility 
of a Frank-Babinowitsch "cage" (7li) con^ sting of parent nolecules and one 
or more radicals in whidi reccmbination would take place. The "cage" 
would in sofiw cases trap the recoil atom within its walls. Once trapped 
the atom would enter into cbemical combination witia om of tdie radicals 
or with an excited molecule. Libby (75) expanded this "reaction cage" 
idea in teras of the energies required to break chemical bonds and to 
break through ttie wall. 
Libfcy (75) postulated that the hi^ initial recoil energy would remove 
an active ted halogen atom from the vicinity of the moleoilar fzagsent from 
which it has recoiled. The chances of it recombining with this fragment 
would, of course, be extremely eeudl. As the recoil atom passed through 
the surrounding medium it would lose its energy by collisions. At the 
initial high energies collisims even in condensed phases could be c(m-
side red to be essentially elastic. (An amlogy to this supposed {4ienomenon 
would be a golf ball striking a second golf ball which was enmeshed in a 
spider web. The web would have little effect on the momentum transfer.) 
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On the elastic b&eie the only way in vidch a hi|^ energy atom could lose 
nearly all of Its oxcess energy in one collision Koald be to collide head-
on with an atom of similar mass. If it collided vith carbon and i^drogen 
at<^ it vouH lose only a soall fraction of its energy in each itoUisiony 
and tiould retain enou^ energy to escape £rm the vicinity of radicals pro­
duced in the collision. Iloweveri if it collided idLth a halogen atom, there 
vould be a definite probability that it would not have enoa^ energy to 
escape from tlie vicinity of the radicals foztaed. Thus, if € is considered 
to be the energy aecessaiy to escape from the "zisaction cage" and a'is the 
energy of the chmical bond holding the struds: halogen atom to ita luole-
cule, it follcws that the proportion of atoms which will be retained is ^  • 
Miller, Gryder, and Dodscn (76) have developed a theoretical treat­
ment which shars that in the case in wli ch aich elastic colli idLons with 
like atoms occur, the retention (or organic yield) will be given by the 
equationi ^ However, Miller and Bodson (77) showed ^at while the 
th.oiT holds for OGli, and OCl^.Si<a^ vhloh oolli»lon. vith lik. 
atoms only can occur. It breaks down mixtures in whidi 
collisions with carbon and t^ydrogen atoms are possible* 
In gemral it has been observed that the parent molecules are pre­
dominantly foRaod in the recmbination process even if collisions with 
carbon and hydrogen atoas are possible, fhe explanation given Libty 
(75) tms that, no matter what tlie emrgy of the recoil atom, if it collides 
head-on ulth a like atom, it can be captured; and retention reactions can 
occur for such collisions over the whole range of eaergies from £, the 
initial enei'gy, down to, the bond eneri^. Thus, the chance that a 
coHisicoi wooM occur with a like atom somewhere in this wl<^ energy 
region with resultant recombirtaticai is probably quite high* On the other 
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haad» the ooljr energy region in which the recoil atom o&u collide with 
carbon and bj^rogen atoae and then lose enough energy to be reteined 
would be the relatively narrou energy region just at^e tiiemal eum'gies. 
And the uain probability would be that a direct collision with a Uke 
atom kouM take place before the atom ever got doun into this "eplthenBal** 
region. 
filedBMm and Libty (3) and Foac and Libby (2) carried out (n,y) 
activatictt studies with the propyl brcaiiidea in which they attempted to 
determine the various organic radiobronide products formed. The results 
of Friedaan and Lildsy (3) liave been siiown to be largely in error tho 
follofw up investigation of Pox and Libby (2). Ccxaparison of liquid and 
solid state reactions in the foroier investigation brought out the fact 
that tiie yields of compounds resulting from substitution for cai'bon and 
t;)ydrogen atoais were gi^atSy increased in solid state iri^adiatimsy whereas 
those TKhich involved the replaceaent of brcaaiae atoms showed little differ­
ence between solid and liquid state irradiations* 
Friedaaa and Idblgr (3) suggested iiiat the fonaatiian of dibrcKiocoBtpounds, 
the result of substituting a hot bromine for a hydrogen or carbon atora, 
mi^t be explained ty assuiaing tii&t when the energy of the recoil etaa was 
reduced to the order of 10 ev, a new type of energy transfer would bec£»5« 
possible. In this energy i^gien the halogen atoei mi^t transfer energy 
to aolecules as a who!® in ii^lastic collisions. Such collisi ons woiild 
reailt in laolecular excitation followed deccaiposition. The resultant 
organic radical couM then ccaabine with t^^ lialogen atom. As was mentioned 
earlier, there has recently been evidence for "hot-atom® reactions in photo­
chemistry and radiation cheaistiy (60,61,62,63,61+*65). Of course the 
possibility exists also that the recoil halogen atcsa might com^djie with a 
bjrdro^a atcm or a halogen atom in such colUsLons. Miller and Dodson (77) 
suggested a reaction of the typet CI* + RH -»HC1 + R*. Recmt evideme 
strongly supports this type of reaoticm and will be discussed later in 
connection with the so-called **scavengers**. 
Foac and Libtgr (2) further verified tlM increased yields of dibromo-
propanes for the irradiation of propyl bromide in the solid state. Thi^ 
explained such an increase of "epithemal" products by postulating tixe 
production of a molten volume in the solid. Calculations were given to 
show that a hi^ly energetic recoil atom could melt a portion of the 
solid involving about 1000 molecules. It was then suggested that bromine-
bromine collisions leading to reproduction of the parent propyl bromide 
wouM be expected to occur mainly in the center of this pseudo-liquid 
volme. It was felt that little increase of yield of the parent conpound 
in the solid state would be expected because the medium would be essentially 
the sene as in the case of irradiation in the liquid state. However^ it 
was felt that in the case of the "eplthennal reacticms** the dlae^ter of the 
molten voIumb around the site of such an "epithexnal" collision would be 
mcdi smaller. In other words these reactions would take place Z3«ar the 
edge of tlM molten volume^ in «hat libby and Fox considered to be a s«ai-
molten region. The strength of the so-called "cage wall" would be much 
greater in such a liquid-solid rsgion than in a solely liquid B»dium;i and 
for this reason these workers were of the opinion that epltheiaal type re­
actions shoald be greatly eidianeed in ^ solid state irradiations. One 
must adi&it that this hypothesis, at least on the surface, appears to explain 
tbs results. 
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Oiw thing that vas overljooked bgr these workers was th« possibility 
that this pseudo<*liqaid volune in the solid could contain a ouch higher 
density of mdic^s than the irradiated liquid. In the solid the propyl 
bromide nolecules would be expected to intertwine to a certain extent, 
and the prooeas of recoil-produced melting could be acocsapanied by aueh 
fk'agimentation which would probably be greater for the solid than for tha 
liquid* In such a case the nolten volum could not be «>nBidered as 
exhibiting the same dienical diaracteristice as the ordinazy liquid* 
Pexhaps the greatest wedtoess in the postulates of Foix and Mbty, 
hoirever« was their ccmplete lack of consideration of the possibility of 
theznal type reactions. Their whole "billiard baU collision*eid.theraBl 
colli)ri.(ai" t^pot^esis is based solely on recombinations involving "hot" 
bromine atoms. 
As early as 1929 Suess (58} had cbown that or^ic yields cotild be 
increased if acetylene were luided to ethyl brcmide during irradiaticas. 
It was felt that the acetylene would add thsiii»l brc^ine atoms easily, 
^ereas the etliyl bnMoide could not. In 1?50 Williams, HamiU, Schwars! 
and Burell (78,79) discovered that <^-dibromoethylene will react readily 
with bromi»9 atoms, but not with bromine molecules. They also reported 
results vhidi indicated that very lEBiall mcimts of allyl broaaide mixed 
with ethyl brcmide could quite markedly increase the organic yield. Xiw 
results s^med to indicate that thezmal bromine atoas nlddh might ot^rwise 
eventually enter into inorganic combination were being scavenged by the 
allyl bromide. 
Similar studies by VTillard and coworkers (52,53,80,81) have ahowa that 
tt» presence of about 1 mole per cent or less of elemental bromine in alkyl 
broaides or el^ental iodine in alkyl iodides can reduce the organic yield 
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bQT bat a further increaee in the halogen eoncsntratlon reduces the 
yield verjr llttljs* They hare^ thusf postulated that the part of the 
org^lc yieM i»diich is relatively insensitive to added halog^i can be 
attributed to "hot" prowsses. The part of the or^mlc yield «iiich is 
asnsitlve to added halogen can be attribated to reactions of thezmlized 
recoil atoms %)ith radicals vhich they have produced in losing their 
energy. 
These saB» workers (Si) have shown tiiat the addition of 1 mole per 
cent of <x'^*dibr{»Boethyleii» to etl]Qrl bromide increases the organic yield 
trm. 32^ to 60$* Farther additions show little effect* This indicates 
that hOfi of the inorganic products are i^oduced by "hot" processes and 
28% by theztaal processes. Most attempts to detemine the nature of tbs 
inorganic products have not bem suocese&l. However, (Men ai^ Willard 
(67) have made use of the fact that eareful3y purified pentene-2 will 
react instantaneously with tracer amounts of mdiochloilfl® but only very 
slosrly with liydrogen chloride. Using this method these vorkers have found 
that of the chlorine atoms activated l:y the (n^Y) process in butyl chloride, 
about 21$ enter organic c<»nbinatio&, 8^ foim Clg and 71^ form HCSL. The 
ratio of the inor^nlc products is rougfbily t^e asm as the ratio of th0 
number of available hydrogen atoas to the number of availal:J.e dilco-ine 
at(»gte in n~butyl chlozide. 
Beceutly Roy, WiUiaiine, and Hamill (82) have sho»m that a diffuEion 
kinetics treatment can be applied to the atom-radical reoambijastion proi^ss 
followii^ (n,y) actlvaticsi of liquid alkyl halides. They postulated that 
eacii nuclear process produces "effectively" one atoR<*radical pair and that 
decreased recombination due to added halogen results from competition with 
diffusion controlled rec<mbinBtion. The imreased organic yields oauKd by 
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added o(,(3-dibroi!t06thylene were explained by the ccaipetlng reactions ^2^5®*" 
* Br* -+ CgH^Br • HBr* and CgHgBrg * Bx^-*• CgHgBrBi'* • Br. They found 
the "scavenger" reaction to have an activation energy about 11 kc«l per 
mole smaller than that of the solvent reaction. 
The question arises: How migjit these therroal processes be rationalised 
the Libfcy type hypothesis? 
Wlllard (6) has felt that the lAbty hypothesis is a gross oversimplifi­
cation of the recoisbination mechanism. He has been of the opinion that 
althCRi^ such a hypothesis rationalize the data for certain assrst®!®, it 
certainly cannot be applied to all esystems as a general explanation. 
Ho has felt th&t the assumption of elastic collisions in ci»ideneed 
jdiases is not justified, Bie woik of Killer and Dodson (77)» however, tends 
to give definite credfime to mch elastic collision Mchanisas where collisions 
can occur only with like atoms in systems such as CCl]^ and GGl|^-SiCl^. 
Hillard also has been of the opinion that the ijidioations of thermal 
type recombinations vfaieh were overlooked in the Libty theoiy lessen its 
credibility. There is no questicaj that tibiis is a definite weakness in the 
14btoy hypothesis, but this in itself does not prow that the hsn^othesis is 
incoirect as far as it goes. 
The fact that inorganic products are pro&iced in "hot" reactions as w«Ll 
as thsiwal reactions has not, according to Willard been considered in the 
Idblqr theoiy. This may tend to discredit the initial ^ hypothesis of 
Libly, since an atom trapped in a cage could very we31 react with a hydrogen 
atom or another bromine atom, instead of an orgGid.0 radical. However^ it 
does not prove that the Hbtgr type recombinations do not exist. 
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Perhaps the best evidence against the Libbgr theoxy to date is the 
fact that CgHgl, i-C^i^I and showed little ot no change in organic 
yield Kith change in phase (80). Iheae results alone would seem to dis­
credit the theory as a general me. They seem to suggest the '^randcasi frag­
mentation" type of liypothBsis whida WiUard has proposed. Willard (6) 
has beffiQ of the opinion titiat elastic collision mechanians similar to 
those expected in the gas phase csnnot be expected in condensed phases. 
His feeling has been that there vUl be much bond breaking following 
^e initial collision of the stcack utm with the condensed medium. Th«a 
i^en the energy of the atom has been reduced below bond-breaking energies 
it will find itself in, or adjacent to a pocket of hig^ local concentration 
of organic radicals axki inorganic atoms. If it is in a pocket of radicals 
it will recombim before it has had a chance to diffuse in thermal equi­
librium with the system. Such a reaction would be considered a "high-
energy** process since it could not be greatly affected ly the addition 
of small attoimts of scavengers. However, if it were not in a pocket of 
radicals^ it would then diffuse as a thermal atom until it came in contact 
with a radical which it had directly or indirectly produced l::y the process 
of fragnsntation. 
The Willard theory is in essence not mach different than the Libby 
theoiy. Such a l:qrpothesis based on radical densities does nob in itself 
deny the existence of sonething approaching elastic collisions in the re­
production of the parent compound. A conbination of the two theories seens 
to pt'ovide the best answer. 
One important aspect of the thermal ire combination theozy is that it 
seems to explain the effects of imparities ^ich have in many cases resulted 
in high organic yields for short periods of irradiation. It was found (2) 
that treatiaent of pro|^l brosiides vlth osone folXoved bgr careful dl«til-
latlon could s«duee the organic yield from 5C^ to 35$* It was imi;«diately 
apparent that olefin concentrations in the range of 10"^ to 10"^ mole 
fnctlcn had been causing hi^ organic yields. The diecoveiy of the 
thermal recombination process clearly indicates why these iispiritieB 
cotild rerailt in high organic yields. As the thezmalized atom diffused 
oat into ^e ^stem it mij^t meet and combine with an olefin molecule 
before it had a chance to a)mblne with a hydrogen or bromine atom* 
Another {»8sibl« explanation Involves exchange of radioactive HBr 
or Brg with the olefin imparities. This latter explanation wouW seem to 
hold for the observation of Friedman and Libbgr (3) that organic yields 
would increase markedly if the irz«diated saj^jles were allowed to stand 
for periods up to 2U hairs before the inorganic activity vas extracted* 
Sucb an increase was not noted by Fcoc and Libly (2} \dien ozone treatm^t 
had been a.pplied to remove olefinic imparities. 
Another aspect of the effects of impirities ccmcenui radiation daiaage 
resulting from hi^ fluxes of y»r&ys. It had long been inferred that the 
«nall y^fluxes connected with neutron sources couM not result in enough 
radiation damage to aliiyl halides to affect the observed chemical effects* 
Fok and Libby (2) suggested that for the total y*radijfttion of 700 roentgens 
involved for a one hour irradiation^ the steady state concentration of 
radicals produced as a remit of radiatioa damage would be about mole 
fraction, which would be far below the amount necessary to produce a notice­
able effect. ThAse workers ported that the presence of about ID**^ mole 
fraction of brcmdne would be expected to eliminate radiation damage effects. 
They also showed that such concentrations of br<»aine couM eliminate i^e 
effect of minute amounts of olefin impurities* The criterion which was 
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used for purity of the propyl bronide wa® that the propyl brsaalde gave 
the same organic yield in th© pire state as it did when it coitained 
10~^ mole fraction of Br2 during irradiatioi. 
One of th® main concerns in initiating the jAiotonuolear stu<%r has 
been with the amount of radiation damage which would result for the hi^ 
jC-ray fluxes involved. However, if one SLSsmes an intensity of 3 x 3^ 
itjentgens per hour for an Irradiation with hi^ energy Y-rays, it appears 
ttiat the steady state concentraticai of radicals produced by radiation 
damage will be only about mole fraction unless chains are initiated. 
Such a concentration should exhibit a negligible effect. 
Very re<»nt2y (Men and VliUard (83) have reported that the organic 
yields of pure degassed liquid n-propyl bromide can be mailcedly increased 
when the n-propyl brmlde is subjected to a total K^radiation of 10^ 
roentgens or hi^er either before or during irradiation. The resiats for 
long irzadiations in which the y-ray flux arises from the neutrow source 
03^ masnarized as follows. (1) The organic yields of Br^®, Br®®®, arrf 
are essentially equal to each other for irradiation times up to U 
hours (6 X 10^ roentgens) either in the presence er abMnce of air. (2) 
For irradiations of longer than 16 hoars in the ab«ince of air the organic 
yields of end Br®°® increase up to 905^ and 73^» respectively for a 
132 hour Irradiation. (3) The organic yield of Br®^ does not seem to 
be noticeably affected by the long irradiations if the irradiaticax is 
carried out in the presents of air. The yield of jju irradiations 
doeS|, however, increase frow 3ii$ to for a 132 hour irradiation, (it) 
The yield of Br®® in the irradiation of the degassed propyl bromide decreases 
frora 3h$ to 29^ as the irradiation tisie is increased. 
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The reason for the decrease in the organic yield for Br®® is that the 
Br^ is arising from two sourcesi (l) directly by Br^^(n,y)3r®®, and (2) 
indirectly by means of Br®®»(y)Br®0. The organic yield for the latter 
ti?aasition is 20%, The directly foimed Br®® vd.ll attain equilibrium with 
the neutron source very eoon after the start of the irradiation. As the 
irradiation progresses the amwint of wiH also increase until secular 
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equilibrium with the neutron source is reached. Since the Br is in 
equilibrium with the Br®^ aljaoet frca the start of the irradiation, as 
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soon as saturation with respect to 3r is readied liie ratio of the rates 
of production of Br®® frcni the two aforementioned sources will stay the 
Sffi9ie;i and the organic yield will decrease no furtl^r* 
By subjecting the n-propyl bromide to about li x roentgens frcaa a 
ho curie Co^ source and then ohsnically tz«ating it prior to neutron 
irradiation Chien and Willard were able to eliciinate the effects of tibe 
products which resulted from tadlation dajamge. Since both ozone treatment 
and treatment with bromine for 12 hours eliminated the effects of the product 
impurities, it was surmised that the products were of an olefinic nature. 
Because of the rauch greater aiaount of y*radiation which was involved idien 
30 the Co^ source was used the organic yield of Br was increased to as high 
as U6^« 
These resalts appear to uphold the suggeetioa of Sowlaad and libby (8U) 
concerning the is<^.er efjOacts noted by Capron and Crevecoeur (85»86) with 
liquid orgaxiLc broraidets. The latter authors noted hi^er organic yieMe 
for Br®®'® than for 3r®® contrary to the results of other woitors (2,81j.)» 
It has been pointed out that siiice Capron and Cfcrevecoeur did not purify 
their isaterialB, irapurities may have been present in the irradiated to'ODide 
which could react with inorganic bzmine to retum it to organic combinatifm. 
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The effect would be to iiusrease the apparent retention of the U*6 hour 
species more than the 18 minute species because of Its longer lifetlffle. 
It explains why Chien and In^Uard have noted sudi a difference in the 
amount of increase in the organic yields of the 18 minute* U*6 hc^r and 
35*9 hour bromine activities when irapirities are produced as a result 
of radiation damage. 
In ^e studies of possible isomer effects in liquid normal and iso* 
propyl bromides Capron and Crevecoeur (86) used pure water as their ex­
tracting solution because they feared that a reducing medium would interfeire 
with secondary effects resulting from possible Internal comrersion mecha* 
niass. This fear does not seem justified since such secondary effects* 
if they existed* could not be evaluated tgr pure water extraction anyway* 
Ho report in the literature has yet indicated an isomeric state above 
or one other than Br^O® above that has a lifetime even of the 
order of seccmds. !nxu8 any internal conversion mechanians take place at 
moet within seconds after the initial recoil process. All studies which 
have been coneerned with charge mec^anlaas seem to indicate that any charged 
atoms in the medium are immediately neutralized* so that aiiy secondazy 
effects would almost certainly occur prior to aiQr extraction process. 
There has been definite evidence for incomplete extraction of inor­
ganic bromine when pure water Is used as the extracting medium. In 1939 
and Sugden (71) had reported that pure water extracted about 10^ less of 
the total activity from C^H^Br and C2H^Br2 than did a reducing solution 
such as sodium thiosulfate. They at the time felt this was due the non-
extraction of bromine atons into the water. In 19l(l Devault and Libby (73) 
stated that Br at(»is have a long Ufe because they are not vezy soluble In 
water or conc. H2S0ij and don't act with such compounds as ethyl bromide. 
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In the coiirro of the {ttotonuolear studies of this thesis it has been 
noted that vhen noticeable amounts of molecalar bromine vere preeent in 
the izradiated proj^l bromide it was sonetimes necessazy to add excess 
sodium sulfite to reduce the bromine coloration in the proRsrl broEiide, 
In such oases the bromine color in the aqueous layer prior to reductiesi 
was much less {pronounced than in the organic layer. 
Any iswtope effect that Caparon and Crevecoeur (86) have reported is 
most liScely due either to the impurities present or to a difference in the 
relative yielcte of HBr®® and HBr®®®. In the li^t of the preceding dis­
cussion most Br®^, BrBr^ and BrBr®^ would probably not be extracted 
into the pure water medim and thus could not contribute to any isotope 
effect. 
Very recently Apers and Capron (87) have reported using a new tedinique 
of purification and extraction with aliaiina. Their results indicate that 
there is no difference in the per cent retention for and Br®® produced 
by alow neutrons in n-propyl bromide^ but that there is a difference 
the activities are pro&tced biy fast mutrons. 
Hasdll and Williams (88) inve stilted the possibility of radiation 
dfisoage as a cause of aqy variation in retention which oi^t occur for the 
(n,}^) reaction In CCl^ aystems* These wozkers were of the opinion that 
scavenger reactions occur hcoiogeaseously throughout the fif^stem, and thus 
they felt that there should be a competition for active atoms between the 
additive and the molecular fragments from ^-radiation. Since no variatim 
in yield was noted for vazlabXe amounts of ]^radiation in the CG1|^-Cl2 
oyst^ it was concluded that sueh dsmage is of negligible importance in 
detemining the retention. They stated that in tt^e following c<ai~ 
elusions coiM be made, (l) 70% of the recombination inactions were "hi^-
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ener©'" processes not afflsoted tgr additives. Twenty-five per cent were 
considered to be organic and forty fiw per cent, inoi^anie. (2) Thirty 
per cent involved thermal diffusion type reactions with radicals which 
had been produced by t^e atom befoTO it became themalised* (3) In­
organic products might eventually react with the solvent throu^ very 
slow exchange processes. (This is a possibility which may partially account 
for the increased organic yields obsen^d by Chien and Willard (fi3) £or 
long irradiations of the propyl bromides.) (l^) Inorganic products »i^ 
reset with impurltios not removed in the purification, (5) Inorganic 
products might react vith Impurities produced by radiation damage. (6) 
The relatively slow reactions (3)> (ii)» (5) could be eliminated ly the 
presence of less than 10"^ mole fraction of added dulorine. All these 
postulates are now fairly well aoeepted by most workers in the field, 
libby and Feat (2), and Rowland and lAbby (6U) heve reported the 
existence of an isotope effect in the (n,y) activation of solid alkyl 
bromides* Br®2 was found to have a hi^r organic yield in ^ crystalliiM 
»3lid state irradiations at '•196®C. than Br®®® and Br®®, This effect 
was found to be abwnt in the liquid state and in the case of four alkyl 
brcaide glasses tested at -196®C, The authors felt that the initial recoil 
energy of the vovM be greater than that of the thus, the 
would produce a larger molten voluine in the solid. In tids larger 
molt^ volume the recoil atcan. would hane a greater chance of losing its 
energy before it reached the 8^<«iolten edge of the liquidous voluote where 
the greatest increat^ in yield was expected. This recoil energy postulate 
has been tested in the photomclear studies and the results will be reported 
in a later secticm. 
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!fore recently Hall axid Sutln (89) have reporbed isotcpe effects in 
the irradiation of tripher^l etibine idth neutrons. They have reported 
that the ratios of the various products for Sb^22 st)12i4 2.,37 
* 0.01 for trii^igrl stibine to 0.88 * 0.01 for the elenentazy antinoq^. 
They have noted a Bmaller retenticn of arsenic in irradiated tripheoylarsine 
than of antimoz^ in triphenylstiblzM and clain that the results are consistent 
with the above theozT' of Libbgr and cowoztors (2j8li). Their claim is based 
on the fact that arsexdc should have a maximum recoil energy of about 288 ev 
Khile that for antimooy should be only 13k ev. 
Capron and Oshiaa (90) have given a theoretical treatment in «hi<di 
they shoved that the initial recoil energy of "hot<-at(»a8" could not be 
detenained from the amount of retention. 
Chemical Effects of Fhotonuclear Activation 
Very fev investigations involving photonuclear activation have been 
carried out probaU.y because of the lack of availability of sources of 
highly energetic aiKi the concern over radiation damage. 
Baz^s et al (91) were the first to use a photonuclear activation 
method. They were interested in a Ssilard-Chalmers type of sepazation 
of the aetivlties produced by the (^^n) reacticn on the bromine In ethyl 
bromide. They observed a separation of Br^®, Br®^ and Br®® when ethyl 
bromide was irradiated with produced by the irradiation of lithium 
with protons. In this case the impinglxig y-rays had an energy of 1? Mev. 
If the eiwrgy of the y-ray is neglected the recoil energy is giv«;i by the 
following relation1 
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where m la the messs of the neutron and M, the mess of the recoiling atom. 
It was coir43ated that the recoil energy fbr 17 Kev Y's was about 0.11 Ifev. 
For sach en energy there Is no question that bond nxptixr® iwoold take plsee* 
Holmes and KcGallum (92) carried out a (V,n) reaction on in 
copper salicylBldehyde-o-jiienjrlenediiinlne. They obtained results qidte 
similar to those obtained by Duffield end Calvin (93) using ths (n,y) 
reaction on the Earn© compound. 
Eeoentljr P.c»rland and Libl::y (9I4) have observed the diemical effects of 
the C^(J(',n)C^ reaction in solid end liquid CX)2. In Uve case of the solid 
the yields of and C5^'^2 about equals but for the HqtcLd at 2^®C. 
the ri-tio is about 20 to 1 in favor of C^. Powdered IfeHC^^ gave remits 
siadlar to diy ice, *hile aqueous solutitms of ^iHCO^ and Ka^CO^ gave 
results SRich lllce those for liquM ^ oases tlr« soUd appears 
to have done a better Job of confining the thermalized atosns in the 
vicinity of 0 and ©£ fra^aents than the liquid, the result being that the 
reaction did not stop at the 00 stage but went all 14ie wiqt to OO2. 
Collins (95) has recently carried out an investigation of the chenical 
effects of the (/fXi) reaction on solid cobaltlc hexaramines. His remits 
are quite similar to those determined earlier fcy Zuber (96) for the (n,y) 
reaction on the sam system. Howver, an apparent greater amount of frag-
n^ntation has been noted in the cam of the (y,n) activation. This would 
be expected because of the mucii greater recoil energy inherent in the case 
of the (/,n) reaction. 
Recently Schuler (97) iiaa studied the chemical effects of (d,p), (n,2n) 
and (2^,11) activation in liquid methyl and ethyl iodides. He reported th» 
sKae organic yields for the I^^^(y,n)l^^ reaction aa had previously been 
reported (80) for the I^7(n,y)l^28 reaction, respectively, in wethyl and 
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ethyl iodides* Svren more recently Scholer and coHOrigsrs (98) hain» reported 
that the per cent retentions resolting frt® both I^27(n,2n)l^^ and ll27(n,y) 
1^28 reactions in sc^d alkyl iodides are ve*y similar* It is their belief 
that the initial recoil ener^ and other variations of nuclear processes 
are of little irapox'tanee to tSm final ohmdeal state of the recoil atoms. 
lhea» results will be Aiseusaed later in connection vith the results obtained 
in the photonudLear studies of this thesis* 
It is hoped that the idiotonuclear studies reported hereafter will go 
a little vay in tying off a few of the nanjr 1o«m ends whidi still exist 
in tiM field of *'hot-atom** ohesiistiy* 
investigation has been patterned after the {n,Y) studies on the 
proigrl bnmides by Libby and Fox (2). Ckxnparatiye data has been taken in 
the ii^otonuolear studies for aaz^ aspects of the (n^lT} work of Libby and 
Fox* In addition other guises of the syste% such as the effects of added 
broBiiM and <yfji?<-dibrcnoethylene have been studied* It is felt that the 
reSeat vorlc of Chien and WiUard (83) ccmcerning radiation damage effects 
and the work of Schuljer (97>98) liiould add cx«denoe to the data to be 
reported in this thesis* Only very sli^^t 2«diation effects have been 
apparent in the present studies* In factj, as one will notCf the results 
«h.ioh will be reported are in many respects strikingly similar to the 
results which have been obtained in the earlier neutron studies* 
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EXi^filMENTAL TE(HiSIQUES 
Purificatlcsa 
As had been indicated by previous woz^cers ( 2 ,82,8k) it was found 
necessai^ to subject the prof^l bromides to an extensive parificatim 
trea^nt in ozder to remove any olefin impirities aliich might be present. 
It mis found that shaking ths propgrl broinide uith t«i suceessivB 
portions of concentrated ^2^1^ ^ total period of one week apparently 
did not entirely renove impurities. The tenth portion of still 
turned slightly dark upcm exteiKbed shaking. This my have been the 
result of a ptotodiemicai reaction. 
Beproducible results were not obtained with propyl broggd.de8 wiiidEi 
were purified by tedudques vhioh had previously been reported (2,62,84)• 
The following treatment of propyl brcsaides obtained from Columbia 
Organic (%imieals Company appeared to be adequate! (1) Ozone was passed 
throu]^ the propyl bromide for at least twenty four iuiurs to tie up 
mimite amounts of oJefinic impurities. (2) 'Xhe propyl bromide was vacuum 
distilled frora an ice bath to remove ozonides which are sc^jetimes explosive 
at higher temperatures. (3) 'She distillate was snaken twice with % U2O2) 
each time for 30 minutes, (li) The propyl laromide was ^laken with a dilute 
soluti(»i of IfeUCO^ t6 rranove a^ds. This was dime until no yellow coloration 
could be noted in the aqueous li^rer. It was shak«m with water fotd then 
dried with ani^rous sodim sulfate to eliminate any deooHtposition whioh 
mi^t result when concentrated sulfuric acid was shaken with the profyl 
brcmide. (6) The dried propyl bx^mide was aiiaken with sacoessive portions 
of concentrated Three shakings seemed to rtasiove the maximuia amaunb 
3h 
of Impiritifis. At^ further sliaklng always resulted in a sUght coloration 
of the H2S014 layer of about the saias color intensity. (?) To remove any 
excess acid the {aropyl bromide was shaken with a dilute solution of HaiiOOj 
until no fuarther evolution of CO2 was noted. (8) It was then shaken with 
dietlUed water and dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate. (9) Tfas next and 
critical step was to allow the propyl bromide to set overnight with 0.75 
mola % Brg* (10) The bronlne step was followed shaldng with a dilute 
|{a2S02 solution to remove the brtaiine and t^en by washing with distilled 
water and diylng with anhydrcws NaaSOji^. (11) The final step was distillation 
tiirough the five-foot helix~paclcsd fractionating column shown in Figure 1 
whidi had approxijnately 25 theoretical plates. A technique of allowing the 
colunn to operate at lotal reflux with Intemlttent takeoff was used until 
no drop in iwad themometer tempezvature was noted following the taking off 
of a distillate sample. this state was reached the takeoff was con-> 
tinuous until a change In refractive index or boiling point was noted. 
The cjriterla for purity were constant boiling temperature and refractive 
index of the distillate • The refractive izuilces were measured on a Bausch 
and Lomb Precision Befractcmieter and are listed in ZaMe 1. 
Ethyl, metl^lene, ethylene, propylene and trimetli^lene bromides were 
subjected only to the sulfuric acid, NaHCO^, dlstilled water, and Na2S0}^ 
treatment followed by distillation through the five foot column. Methylene, 
ethylene, prof^lezw, and trimethylem bromides were fractionated at presmres 
in the range of 100mm Hg. The iseasured 0^ values as cmpared to literature 
values are found In Table 1. 
ISite brosdne was obtained from Baker CSiemlcal Company and was used with­
out further purification. The «,|S>dlbromoethylene was obtained from East­
man Organic Qiemicals Com{)atiy ani was also used without further treatment. 
Figure 1. Fractional distillation apparatus 
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Table 1 
Refraotlve Indices 
Ccnpound 80 W 
Literature 
Values 
Measured 
Values 
n-Propyl bromide l.it3ia 1*U339 
iso-Propyl bromide l»U25l I.U252 
Eti^l bromide IM39 l,k2Ul 
Methylene brtxiide m 1*5101 
Ethylene bromide 1.5379 1.5385 
Frof^J/Bm brceilde 1*5203 1*5199 
Trimethylene bromide 1*523 1*5231 
Sxtraotion 
Qm o£ the main faeets of "hot-atoin" chemistxy studies q» organic 
bronides is to leaoire means of aqueous extraction those radlobroBlm 
atoms which end up in an inorganic form* The techniques used here were 
very slAilar to those vhich had been used previously, the extracting 
solution being a dilute aqueous solution of liagSO^. Approximtely 0.1 g 
of and 0*560 g of HaBr were added per liter of NagSO^ solution as 
carriers for arsenic and bromine aotivlties* It was vezy important to 
loake sure that enoui^ NagSO^ was preseiA to zeduoe all of the inorganic 
radiobronine ato&s to the water solubls bzomide state* liAien appreciable 
amounts of bromine were present as scavenger, it was necessazy to add 
ciystalliiw 882^0^ during the shaking process until all of the bromine 
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color bad been eliminated* It was evident that pure water would not remove 
a significant portion of ar^ braait^ which was still in the elemental state. 
Tifo suecesai've ten minute extractions using treeSa.!^ prepared NagSO^ 
solution appeared to remove better than 99% of the extractable activity 
froa the organic Isgrer. Varying amounts of Nb2S0^ in excess seemed to 
have no effect m tiie organic retention. When no bromine was present as 
scavenger or carrier the second extraction contained between one and three 
per cent as much activity as the first. However, when bromine was present 
the iKcond extraction contained less than one per cent of the total. 
Fractional Distillation 
It was decided that any study involving a detemination of the various 
organic yields prodioed would require a means of separating all carriers 
into pure fractions. 
The five-foot helix-padced fractionating column of about twenty five 
theoretical plates nhown in Figure 1 was constructed (99)• It was found 
necessary to equip the column with a vacuum attachment since the column 
tended to flood at temperatures of li(0®C. or higher and this flooding could 
only be prevented by keeping the toaperature d(wn or using an exceedingly 
slow rate of throughput. It was also desirable to distill the dibrcaaides 
at lower temperatures to reduce decomposition. 
For runs in which the yields of the various organic productf were 
desired the extmeted organic liquid was added to a mixture of the various 
carrier compounds to be used. Twenty ml each of ethyl, n-propyl, iso-propyl, 
inetiiyleiw, ethylene and trimethylene bromides and thirty ml of propylene 
bromide were mixed in th« still pot of the column. 
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In order to obtain the desired degree of parity with the column it 
was neeessaxy to fractionate almost continuously over a I4O hour period* 
Tb» intensd.^ of the >^source was adequate to produce enou^ activity 
ao that sooe could still be detected in the various fraotioas after liO hours. 
Methyl In-oiside and ethylidene dibr(»Bide (1^1 dibrcs&oethane} were semi-
quantitatively detected noting peak counting rates between pore carrier 
fracticais* Ho other peaks than these were noted. This and titie fact that 
the sum of the detezmined yields accounted very closely for all organic 
activity indicated that no important compounds had gooe unnoticed. Ihe 
total yield of higher boiling "polymers" was determined by subtxacting 
the yield of trimsthylene bromide from the yield obtained for the final 
fractlc^ in the still pot. 
In a forty hour fractionation it was possible to get enou^ of each 
carrier compound of better than 9$% parity for counting. The criteria 
for purity of distillate samples were constant boiling temperatares« and 
refractive indices in agreement with the values [obviously determined for 
the pure carriers. 
Radioactivity 
The counting of radioactivi^ was complicated the fact that several 
long-lived activities other than (ii.6 hr) were prodaced ly the high 
energy y-rays. Since (20 min) was produced by ("J^n) on no st»(!^ 
on Br®® (IB min) could be made and it was necessary to wait for about 3 
hours to allow these two activities to die Cdt before the Br®®® (U.6 hr) 
could be counted. Br^® (6 min) was produced ty (y»n) on Br^ but decayed 
oat in about one hour. Other j^otonuclear reactions which took place were 
(y,2n)Br77, Br^^(y,3n)Br7^, Br®^(y|«n)As76| and Br^(y,«n)As7^. (See 
llD 
Hgores 3$ and 5«) For nost of the counting employed the latter four 
aotivltleB gave negligible counting rates compared to the counting rate 
of the 
The loua State College Synchrotron was the source of Vs for the 
present work. It was operated at full power in which the mcocimum energy 
of was 60 to 70 Mev* HoweTer^ the distribution of energies is suoh 
that only a snail fraction of the y*s have energies approaching the maximum. 
jRw intensity of the beam varied from about 300 roentgens per minute to 
1000 roentgens per minute and was adequate to jaroduce upwards of seyeral 
8(M 
million disintegrations per minute zero-time activity of Br for a fcKir 
hour irradiation on a 2^ ml sample of propyl br<»iide* 
The propsrl bromides were irradiated iy placing th^ in a 25 am by 
200 mm lyrex test tube with a oork-stopper and immersing the test tube in 
a Sswar flask. A stopper was then placed in the Dewar^ making a very iMarily-
li^ ti^t systoa. The tei^rature of the propyl bromide whicii was ir­
radiated could be controlled by the addition of the appropriate liquid or 
liquid-solid mixture to the Dewar flask. The Dewar flask was then placed 
directly in ^e path of the aynchrotron beam, so that the bean passed through 
the propyl bromide in the test tube. 
In the rons to determine the various radionuclides which were produced 
irradiation times of twelve hours or more were used. For runs to determine 
the yields of organic products irradiation times of from 3 to 12 hours were 
used. A ocaipromise between the amounts of activity and radiatica daynage 
was desirable. Because the intensity- of the beam was at times quite variable 
the length of irradiation time scmetimes had to be extended beyond the 
optimum 3 to U hour irradiation tine* 
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For run# In vhich on3y retention versus extraction data on Br®®*® was 
taken the samites were irradiated twenty to thirty minutes. 
All samples were counted in Nuclecaiie Corporation of iiaerica model 
af-ii cointing tubes with aimular jackets of 5 to 7 bsI capacity. The ttiick-
ness of the glass wall between saniple and tube was about 30 These 
tubesy ordinarily used for flowing liquids^ were adapted for counting 
stationary samples 1:y bending the entrance and exit tubes so that thsy both 
extended in the saaie vertical direction. 
The activity was counted by laeans of the 2.0 Mev beta of the 
80 Br dau^ter^ ai^ it was found that the relative counting efficiency of 
the counting tubes decreased as a function of tlie density of tha liquid 
counted. The variation of counting efficiency with density was veiy nearly 
the sawB for all five counting tubes used in this work. Apparent3y variations 
in wall ttiicknesses of the tubes and other factors had little effect. The 
valtiee of relative counting efficiency for the varicxis densities of coei-
poonds used are listed in Table 2. The density correction for counting 
rate was made tgr dividing the value of relative co^mting efficiency at the 
given density into the measured counting rate. For a further discussion of 
the effect of liquid density on counting efficiency see the discussion 
Chiang end Willard (100). 
In process of taking pore samples off the column it was sometimes 
desirable to count more than one sample of a given compound, lilhen this was 
done it was necessa:ty to increase the voluae of the individual samples enough 
to fill the (^oatiog tubes* The liquid added in eacb case was identical is 
composition to the sample takm off the coluan except that it contained no 
activity. Since the activity was always diluted when this was done> it was 
necessazy in such cases to apply a correction factor for the dilution. 
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Table 2 
Belatlve counting efficiency as a function of density of liquid counted 
Compooad Density. 
g/cm^ 
Relative Counting^ 
Efficiency for Br®®® 
Water 0.997 1.12 
i80«>Pn)p!jrl bromide 1.310 1.^ 
n»Propyl br<Miiide 1.353 1.00 
Ethyl bromidB l.li60 0.97 
Propylene bromide 1.933 0.87$ 
Trlnetb^lenB bromide 1.987 0.665 
Ethylene bromide 2.180 0.62 
Hethylene bz'maide 2,k9$ O.7I4 
In order to estisiate the amount of laethjrl brosiide it Has nscessary to 
count three aucosssive pure fractions of etlqrl bromide. A curve of countii^ 
rate of the three successive fractions as a function of ml of ethyl bromide 
taken over always shovted a large decrease from the first to the seooz»i fraction. 
Ihs slope of tiie curve from tiw second to the third fraction was z»arly zero, 
indicating tiiat very little methyl brcnide remained in the third fraction* 
Sudbi behavior is expected because no methyl brox.iide carrier was added and 
methyl bromide is much more volatile than ethyl bronide* The methyl bromide 
activity could be estimated by subtractixig off the activity of the etiiyl 
bromide. If the fraction of the total methyl bromide coming over in a given 
sample tras detemLned, then the yield of the methyl broaide could be estijoated. 
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A sLmllar technique was employed for detexmining ethylidem brcaaids 
(Ifl dibromoetbane) which has a boiling point interiaediate between those 
of oBthylsne and ethylene bromides* 
Beeaose of the presence of the longer-lived actiyities^ it was necessary 
to follow the decay at all times so that time corrections could be made for 
all samples counted. It was found that even when samples of vazyijag density 
were counted all curves were vezy nearly parallel for the first forty hours* 
assisnptlon was therefore made that parallel curves could be drawn through 
the counting rates for all samples and then the relative yields determined 
by taking the counting rate of each at a specified tine ai^ tiixen applying 
the appropriate density oor recti on* Figure 2 is a typical set of su(di 
curves* 
In each case the total organic yield was determined by saving a portion 
of the extracted propyl bromide for counting. Ihe decay curve of this sample 
served as the basis for drawing all other parallel curves. It was possible 
then to determine if all the organic activity was accounted for. Ihis was 
dCMoe by summing up all the various jrielde and noting how well the sum agreed 
with the total organic yield as detexuiiKd from the unfractionated sample* 
Ttw agreement was such that it was felt that density corrections were close 
to being correctf that the longer lived activities did not appreciably affect 
the detemination of Br^^ yieldif and ^at all products of importance were 
accounted for. Ihe work of libby and Fax (2) is in agreonent with this last 
assumption. Recmt woxk by Bvans and IKiUard (5) concerning a gas fdiase 
chromatography method which indicates a greater multiplicity of products 
will be discussed further in a later section. 
Any Br^ which had reacted with the glass walls as a result of its hi^ 
positive charge from the Br®®® •—>Br®® transition could not be removed by 
cXeanlng* Thus & sample of vezy low aetl'rjLtj could not be counted «rlth 
&-ag- degree of accural limiediately after the counting of a sample of hl^ 
activity. If the sample of hi^ acti-vlty were In the counting tube for 
ten aintttes or longer, it would leave a considers l3le number of non-z«roo7able 
Br^^ atcmis on th» walls of the tube. The only thing that could be dore in 
meh a case was to wait for the unwanted aetivitT- to die oat. 
Other than for the above limitation the counting tubes could be cleaned 
very quidkly and easily. After counting an organic liquid several portions 
of absolute alccdiol were washed throu^ tlw tube* and it was then dried by 
attaching it to an aspirator and sudsing air through it* Vlaen an aqueous 
sample had been used distilled water was passed through the tube prior to 
the alcobol treatment. 
It was very important in counting the various samples to make sure that 
the Br®® daugjliter was in equilibrium with Br^^. This could easily be checked 
^ counting the sa}!;}le until it followed the 1^.6 hour rate of deoay. Certain 
aspects of the fractionation process seemed in many cases to disziipt the 
equilibrium and gave an initial excess or dsficlt of Of course^ soi^ 
of the excess was due in ma^y cases to Br^^ activity remaining on Idie tute 
walls from the previous sample. 
On runs in vhidt it was desirable to observe long dee«y carves counting 
was done continually using a Streeter-Amet Printer. This gave a continuous 
record of the counting rate at fifteen or sixty minute intervals during the 
time the deeay was followed. 
The arsenic activities were determined by precipitating AgBr fran the 
aqueous 8<0.uti<»i >diich contained H^sO^ as a holdback oazrier* AgAsOj^ was 
soluble in the dilute nitric acid solution which was used to precipitate 
the A^r* The liquid solution was then counted and the decay of arsenic noted* 
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Since no araanlc activity reioained in the pcopjrl bromide td'ter ex­
traction it was possible to follow the decay of the extracted propyl 
bromide and then analyze the curve for the various brosdne activities* 
h7 
EXFERI1<EKTAL RESULTS 
Eadionuclidefl Produced 
As was stated earlier radionuclides other than h»6 hour Br^^ were 
produced by the hi^ energy y-rays* Because of the parallel nature of the 
yield carves in the first forty hours of decay it was felt that thew other 
activities were not appreciably affecting the values of the varioas yields 
for Br®^. However, the very fact that (yy2n} and (V>3n) reacticms might 
exist was ve^ intriguing. The reason for this was that altbough all such 
(y,xa) type reactions would give rise to broisine isotopes^ each product 
nuclide would be expected to have a different Initial recoil energy as well 
as different collision properties by virtue of its slightly different mass* 
A comparison of organic retention yields for Br^^, Br^^ and Br®^ ai^t 
give an interesting insight into the nechanims involved when the recoil 
atons reenter chemical combination* 
Considering the importance of data comparing chemical effexrtks of the 
various photonuclear reactions it was felt that an attwapt should be mads 
to completely analyze the gross decay curve into the various activities* 
big limitati(»i to such an analysis was in getting an irradiation of 
sufficient length and intensity to produce enough of the activities feo give 
the required statistics* 
Sarly runs which gave adequate activity suffered from the fact that 
not quite enou^ points were taken at critical times* However, within the 
statistical error these curves could always be varied enou^ to be uialyzed 
into the five activities which have already been mentioned* 
Figuzvs 3» Uy and 5 represent the results edT the final long irradiation 
which was carried out* It was of fourteen hours duration at an average beam 
intensity of abcjot 500 roentgens per mimt©. To get a hi^ organio yield, 
solid n-ptPOfyl bromide ®t was irradiated. Such a system gave riM 
to an organic yield of about 8$% for Br®^. The decay was then followed 
using a Strseter-Jjraet Printer which gave a continuous record of the counting 
rate in 60 minute intervals over the period that the decegr wae foliated* 
Figure $ repreeents the gross decay of the unextracted n-propyi brociide 
and, as can be seen, has bean analyzed as tixe mum of five straight line decays* 
Figure 3 represents the decay of the two arsenic actiTities faroduced 
by (^('fOrn) leactione (101). It was possible to get such a saii^le sinoe all 
arsenic was extracted into aqueous oediun. All bromine activity could then 
be raaoved Snm. the aqueous extracting solutitm l::!^ precipitating AgBr in a 
dilute HIK)^ solution. The arsenic ronained in solution, presumably as 
or AsOij"" and was counted in a liquid counting tube. The dec^ 
curve itmn in Figure 3 was follc«red only long enough so that the 17.5 day 
rate of decay was apparent for several days* In two earlier runs the decay 
of 17.5 djy As^^ had been followed for over a month and its existence ee-
tablifihed. 
Figure U represents the decay of extracted n-jaropyl bromide. Since all 
arsenic was extracted into the aqueous layer, it was possible to establish 
the three bromine activities analysis of the deccgr of the ext2%cted 
sample. In scsbb early runs it scsietiiBes appeaired that a very aoall amount 
of 35.6 hour Br®^ was present. This tended to make the decay curve difficult 
to anaSyce. The effect was not noted in the final decay curve shown in 
Figure U. In earlier zuns the 57 hour activity had been establiitied 
counting for several half liwsy so in this particular run the decay was 
only foUcwed long enough to get a good determination of the 57 hour decay 
line. la this final run the apparent 56*3 hour rate of decay vhen subtracted 
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^2 
gave an exceptionally good line for the at 17*3 hours. Both of these 
values In quite good agreeaaent. with values listed in the literature. 
In analysing the curve in Flgtir® 5 it ^ras necessaiy to estimate th^s 
contribution of the arsenic activitiea to the gross decay, This wae doiie 
Igr subtracting iixe appropriate amount of 17.5 day from the curve such 
that the curve resulting from the subtraction tailed off with a 57 hour half-
life. The emoTint of 26.8 hour As"^^ which was then subtracted depended on 
the amount cf which had been (subtracted. Since the amount of 
sabtcacted was about half of the amount in the arsenic decay curve (Figure 
3), the amount of subtracted was also about lialf the amount in the 
arsenic decay curve. Khen the $7 hour Er^^ activity was aibtracted from 
the resulting bromine curve a straight line was produced which extended 
down to about five counts per minute. This line gave a half-life of 17 
hours. Subsequent subtraction of the 17 hoiir decay left a line which 
showed the li.6 hour lialf-life of Br®^. 
Retention of 
EaCfect of feraperatuns and Phase in the Pure Propyl Brtaaides 
It was felt important to detez^m the effect of phase and temperature 
in the case of the (y,n) formation of Br®^ in the propyl brmides emd ctan-
pare the results with tiiose of the previous in,Y) studies. In the (n«^) 
activation of the propyl bromides (2«3»6U) a definite effect of phase on 
retention had been noted^ while little or no temperature dependence had 
been apparent* Figure 6 shows the results of a series of (t$a} runs at 
various temperatures for both n~propyl and isoopropyl bztxaides. There is 
a remarkable similarity of these results to those of Libby and Fox (2) for 
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th9 (n^y) work tm tb» propjjrl brtmldes* Especially important is the sharp 
jmp in retention in going fr^ liquid to solid teases. This effect was 
noted for both modes of activation* 
nie counting method employed to obtain reproducible results for 
retention runs is ahown in Figure ?• the aqueous sample was counted 
first in a specified coBtttiiig tube* It was counted long enoug^i to insure 
equilibritoa of 18 minute with its U»6 hour parent Br^^ and to obtain 
good counting statistics* Ths aqueous sample was then replaced with the 
extracted organic sample* The latter sample was counted long enou^ to 
establish the I4.6 hour mte of decay of Br and then was replaced with 
the aqueous sample was counted again* In the nearly fifty sudx zims 
which were mads the two curves were alwi^s noted to be very nearly parallel. 
value for n*propyl bromide at O^'C* is the average of four runs 
on pure n*propyl bromide containing no added Br2* The retention values 
whidi were detexnlned were 148*2$, ii6*7^« U6.5^» and U8*l^* average 
of tiwse values is li7*ii$. Since these values were detemined on smplss 
from four different purification batches the very close agreement of the 
values indicates that the n-projuyl bromide was adequately purified wi^ 
respect to olefins. The agre«aent also indicates reproducible extraction 
and c»unting techniques. 
In ^e ca^ of liquid irradiations the accuracy of the values should 
be about rstwtlon} but because of l^e tendency of the propyl bromideB 
to fom glasses when being solidified, the values in the solid phase couM 
be a few per cent low* In the case of the pure compounds in Figure 6 this 
is probably not so. The glass forming tendency will be discussed further 
in later sectims. 
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In Flgare 7 one notes a oorrsotlon for volume and one for density. 
The density correotlon was discussed earlier in the section on radio­
activity. The volume correetlon is applied sizute 25 ml of aqueous solution 
was shaken with 12 ml of the propyl bronids. Ihe extracted bromine wouM 
thus be more dispersed than the retained bromine. The volume correction 
is used to account for this dispersion. 
Effect of Added Bromine in Liquid Prorarl BrMiides at 0*^0. 
To elucidate the importance of thezmal type reactions it was felt 
necessazy to observe what effects ^scavengers" might have on the retention. 
This wouM be another facet of the ccxaparlson of the chemical effects of 
aiKi (/^n) reactions, ^all anounts of 6r2 had previously been ob­
served to markedly lower the retention in alli^yl bromides activated themal 
neutron capture (3'2,53*80,81,82,814). 
The curves in Figure 8 are felt to be as accurate as any determined in 
the present studies. As was suspected would be observed, tlie curves exhibit 
a steep drop with the addition of small amount of bromine, indicating the 
existence of titiermal reactions for the (y,n) reacticm in the projsyl brcmides. 
The fact that 0.73 sole % of added bromine gave a retention value of 
indicates that the value of for the pure propyl bromide is not 
higher than it should be as a result of olefin impurities. Such a bromine 
percentage should appreciably decreaas the retention yield. The parallel 
nature of the curves for both propyl bromides seems to add credence to tlw 
accuraq^ of individual values. No effort has been made to Indicate tbB 
limits of error on a statistioal basis, since all points except 0 mole % 
Bt2 represent only one extraction. 
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As more bnaaii^ was added to the lo'opsrl bromide^ nore sodliua sulfite 
was needed to reduce all brcnine to the brcNsiide so that it cou3^ be ex­
tracted into the aqueous indium* In tiie case of 50 mole % bromine about 
7 ml of broaim was laresent in 12 ml of n-propsfl brcMide* Itien extracting 
mch a mixture ICX) ml of aqueous solution was used^ and it was found that 
tiie density of the resulting solution was about 1*U g/cm^. When this 
increased density was taken into consideration^ the retention value of 
12.5$ shorn in Figure 8 was obtained* 
The 100 ml volume of aqueous solution was used when several milliliters 
of brcailne were reduced sixwe such large amounts of h&at were given off in 
the reduction process. Even with 100 ml of aqueous solution it was necessaxy 
to cool the solution during the shaking process. 
Althcu^ only one final run was made to determine the retantion of 
pure iso-propyl broroicte the value of 35*6$ should be fairly accurate* It 
is noted t^at the value for 0*75 aiole % Brg is 3^ which indicates that the 
value for pore iso^propyl bromide is about right. 
The extrapolations to zero bromine concentration represent approximate 
detezminations of the retention idiich resulted from nonthermal or '^hof 
reactions. In line with the postulates of previous investigators these 
results indicate that about 2^% of the retention in liquid n-propyl 
bromide occurs as a result of nonthenoal reactions and about 22^, as a 
result of thezmal reactions. For iso-propyl bromide the respective values 
are 23^ and 13^. 
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Effect of Added BronlnB in Solid ProRrl Bronldes at -196^0. 
In an att«apt to indicate possible themal reactions in the solid 
phase the effect of added brosine was investigated. Figure 9 ^oirs the 
efitBct of brcmine concentration on the retention in the solid propyl bromides 
at -196^0* If an extrapolatican to zero bromine concentration means aqjr-
thing) about of the retention in solid n-prop;fl bromide and about 3^4^* 
iB iso-i^ofgrl brt»aide result frost themal reactions. The fact that sudi 
percentages are soaewbat hi^r than one mi^t consider possible will be 
discussed in a later section. 
In the runs to obtain the points on the curve in Figure 9 It vas found 
difficult to ccmpletel;^ eliminate glass fonnation. Three runs for n-prop^l 
brcmide and one lun for iso-propyl brcHnide resulted in retention values 
8^ to 12^ below the curves ehovn* In all these casesj honeveri there vas 
a definite glas^ appearance to the solid propyl bromides. In one experi&^nt 
in vhich a low retention vas obtained the bromine appeared as red spheres 
suspended in the transparent and faintly red solid propyl bromide. 
As a result of this tendency of the bromides to fom a glass vhich bad 
previously been observed by other investigators (2,814), great care was taken 
to obtain crystalline solidification. The samples weze cooled very slovly 
and gave an outward appearance of yellow ciysta].lin© opacity. The fact that 
the points shown in Figure 9 follow the curves quite closely indicates that 
the czystalline state vas attained throu^out the mixture. However, further 
points Gli(mld be determined as a check <m those shown to make sure that they 
are as hig^ as they should be* 
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Effect of Added of>/g-Dlbromoethylene in Liould and Solid n*Propyi BromidiB 
The ase of ^'^/^••dibromodth^flene as a scavenger for thezmal bromine atoms 
was discussed in an earlier section. (See page 20*) 
Figure 10 shows the effect observed when <Vf/^*dlbromoeth7lene vas aided 
to Hquid and solid n-propyl brcciide in increasing amotints. A very sharp 
rise in the retention was noted for veiy low Kole percentages of 
dibrcMRoethylene. As more scavenger was added the rise becane less 4^xrp 
and leveled off as was expected. The extrapolation to zero luole % added 
seavenger indicates that of the total organic yield cf $3^, nonthemal 
reactions account for ZB% and thimud ones for 2$%, 
effect of this scavenger in the solid medium was not vezy notice­
able. fhe extz^polation to zero bromine concentration in this ease indicates 
about 12$ nonthennal inorganic and 3% Vernal inorganic reactions. 
Relative Yields of Products Containing Br®^ 
VhBO. the present investigation was initiatedji it was the primAZ7 intent 
to gather data as exemplified fcgr this section on yields of pi^xlucts. If the 
various products containing could be satisfactorily separated and 
counted before the died out, a valuable comparison between the previousily 
reported results for the Br®^(n,iC)Br®2 reaction and the (2f,n) reaction in 
the projyl bromides could be reported. 
In coniaection with Figure 2 (See page which represents the run on 
liquid n-propyl brojiide at 0®C. containing li.7 mole % Brg, calculations will 
be given to isdiow how such curves were used to determiiie percentage yields. 
Counting rates for all sarapOLes were corrected to a particular time ly 
means of the parallel curves. At Ifi hours in figure 2 the counting rate for 
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tl» initial e^Kple (first ethyl plus methyl broaide) ie 1$7 counte/min, tha 
second «!tl:^l plus methyl broioide sample is 29.8 counts/min and the third 
(ethyl brtMide) is li3* Since the first two saiaples were diluted before 
counting, a correction factor mast be applied as follows, 157 x (8.0/5.0) 
« 251 for the first ample and 29.8 x (8,0/3.9) • 61 for tlie second. 
A curve of counting rate versus volone of distillate taken over was 
plotted for the thsree counting rates above, lihe curve leveled off to an 
estimated 39 counts/min for ethyl brcaaide. 1^ noting the area under the 
curve above 39 counts/min it was found that approximately 99% of the methyl 
bromide activity cane over in the first $ sal of ethyl bromide distillate. 
The corrected counting rate for this sanple is 251 counts/min. SubtmtitiBg 
39 counts/min one arrives at the value of 212 counts/ain^ vhioh is attributed 
netl:vr^ brcmide. 
It vas necessary to correct the 5 nX volume to the original volume in 
«hidi the methyl bromide was dispersed prior to distillation. Since 13»h 
ml of extracted n-propyl bromide were added to the mixture of carrier ccm-
pounds in the still pot, it is evident that 90% of the methyl bromide that 
ves originally dispersed in a volume of 13»U ml has been concentrated into 
a volume of 5.0 ml« md the counting rate will ha\o gone up accordingily. 
The calculation in fable 3 for methyl brcsd.de contains the above 
correction factors as well as tlie correction for the density of the ethyl 
bromide medium. 
A ^ilar estimate was made for the etiiylidene bromide by subtracting 
counting rates for methylene and ethylene bromides from the peak counting 
rates of intermediate samples* 
In the ease of higher boiling or "polymer" activity above tbs tri-
methylene br<»d.def it was necessazy to count a pure sample of trlmethylene 
6U 
TablA 3 
Sam^ calculation of percentage yields 
for curves ahoirn in Figure 2 
Ckmpoond Appll(»tlon of % 
Correction Factoz« Held 
Methyl brcxnide 212 x SjO x 1.00 -
Bin (5757 
90.3 1.2^ 
Etl^l bronide 39 x 20.0 x 1,00 - 60 0,&% 
Iso-Propyl brcmlde 16,6 X 20.0 x a,.oo - 67.5 0.9% 
1.01 
n-Profsgrl bromide k$6 x 20.0 x 1.00 - 6Bh 8.6% 
TO 
IfetiiylBiie br(»nide 102 x 20.0 x 1.00 - 206 2.1% 
Ethylldene bromide ifni CTiT 27 x x 1.00 • 
l3tS 
9 0.2% 
Eti^lene bromide 79 x 20.0 x 1.00 - 2S9 2.1% 
Propylene broraide 
ifn? otfE 
120 x 30.0 x 1.00 - 307 k.0% 
Wd oTFK 
Trii^tl^lena bromMe 127 x 20.0 x 1.00 - 220 2.6% 
IftlT oTSZJ" 
"Polyaers" $13 x 8.0 x 1.00 • 352 h.e% 
I5nj oTES^ 
Aqueous n.ia 
lo5tf? 
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broBld* and tt»n subtract its counting rate from that of the liquid re­
maining in the still pot. Since the counting rate for the final sample 
vas 6U0 counts/min and that of the trimethylene bromide vas 127 counts/ 
min« ^e rate caused by "polymers" is about 513 counts/min* The total 
TOlune remaining in the still pot vas 8 ml so that the "polymers** had 
been concentrated a factor of 13*h/B in the distillation process* 
All other yields were determined directly fran the individual counting 
rates* All compounds for vhich carriers were added would disperse into 
the volune of each added to the still pot^ so it is apparent tliat they 
would be diluted 1:^ factors of 13*14/20 in all eases except propylene 
bromide which would be diluted 13*li/30. 
the sum of the corrected counting rates for the aqueous sample and 
the TUifractlonated n*propyl br(»nide was taken as lOC^* The percentage 
total listed represents the sum of individual percentage yields plus the 
percentage yield of the aqueous sample* llie curve for iso-propyl bromide 
is not shown on Figure 2 because it vexy nearly coincided with two others 
and would hwre made the graph difficult to interpret. 
It is noted that the density factor of 0.7U for iMthylene brooiide is 
used for ethylene broml<te* In order to estimate the yield of e^ylidene 
bromide it was necessaxy to correct the ethylene bromide counting rate to 
the value it would exhibit in a metliylene bromide medium* 
Recent evidence for a greater multiplicity of products (5) indicates 
that the very close agreement of the sum to 100^ probably results partially 
from a cancellation of errors* However, all indications are that any further 
products would be present in very small amounts. No noticeable distillation 
peaks were (^served other thm the three here reported, and this is in agree­
ment with the observations of previous wozfoers (2). No attonpt has been 
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made to detemine the mture of the "poller" aetlvltiesi and there a2>e 
undoubtedlor a nistber of these hl^r boiling compounds produced. 
The results of the iV»n) studies corapared to the preyious (n«20 
studies (2) are reported in Tables li aiui 5* The (n^'^O results are for 
Br®^, but r9cm% work tigr Lewy and WlUard (5U) with Br®® indicates that 
tlM results for Br®® b/ neutron activation are veiy similar to those for 
Br®^» Thus, one might expect the yields for Br®®® from neutron capture 
Po 
to be essentially the satae as those for Br . 
Fro» the vexy start little difficulty was encountered in obtaining 
reproducible retention values in the solid state irradiations* Such re*-
producibility gave encourageiaent at a tine when liquid state irradiation 
were far froa giving reproducible results* Previous workers (2) had indicated 
that i0ipurities have little effect in the solid because they are« effectively, 
"frosen out"* 
The first solid run on n-prcpjrl bromide listed in Table U represents 
the first successful separation of essentially pure fractions of all com­
pounds which was attained* Because the varimis psroducts were not all counted 
in ^e saise tube, the results are not ccstsidered to be as aocxirate as those 
of the second run which is listed after it* The second run was one of the 
final runs made ai^ eiiould be quite accurate* But what is Important is the 
close agreement of the two mns to themselves and to the previous (n^y) noxk* 
Even more impressive is the agreement of the two i>uns in solid iso-propyl 
AM 
bromide and their similarity to the (n,Y) results for Br°^. 
In the liquid irradiations the agrement between (n,Y} and (y^n) reactions 
is not quite as striking* ^ere seems to be a noticeable increase in yields 
of the dibrcHnides, but very little change in the yields of the monobrotddes* 
!niere is some doubt as to the accuracy of the value for propylene bromide for 
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Table I4 
Xields of product® in n-propyl broaide 
Liquid State Solid State 
ReMtion (y.n) (n,y)« (lC,n) (2^»n) (V,n) (n,y)* 
HblB % Brg 0 0 ii.7 5 0 0 0 
Temperattxre 300c. 25®c. OOQ. - All at -196®C, 
Isotope gjjBCte Br^^ gjiSOra bji82 BjBOra J3j.80m BJ.82 
Coiapouad Percentage Xields 
Aqueous li6 65.3 72.U 76 U.3 10.9 11.6 
Keth^T^l br<mid« l.U - 1.2 l.U 2.0 0.8 -
Ethyl bromide 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.3 2.9 li.O 2.7 
iso-Propsrl bj^omide 1.9 1.7 0.9 0.8 3.8 3.U 3.U 
n-PropQrl broaide 19.7 17.1 8.8 8.6 32.3 28.7 26.9 
Methylene broniide li.O 1*8 2.7 1.1 2.3 3.2 2.1* 
Ethylidem brc»aide «• - 0.2 - - 0.5 -
Ethylene tarcnids 5.8 3-1 2.1 1.6 5.0 8.3 6.0 
Propylene bromide 13.0 2.8 ii.O 2.5 15.6 17.9 17.8 
Trimethylene luromide U.7 2.7 2.8 2.5 10.0 9.0 lO.U 
"Polyaers" 2.2 
99.ii 
1.5 lt.6 I4.9 1?.0 
100.2 
11.1 
973 
12.1 
*Fro» data of libbj^ and Foac (2). 
^Calealated from data of Chien (U) as listed in a later xeferenoe (5) 
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Table 
Yields oi products in iso~propyl bromide 
Liquid State ScUd State 
Beaetion (y,n) (n,Y)® (2f,n) (y,n) (n,V)® (V,n) 
Mole % Br 2 0 0 0 0 0 33 
fei^ratuzo o®c. 250c. All at -196®C. 
Isotope Br®2 Bi^Om gjBQa 5^82 
QcmpoiuKi Percentage Xlelds 
Aqueous 60,5 68.3 1.6 2.3 5.7 52 
Ifethyl broraide 1.8 m 1.2 1.7 - 0.3 
Ethyl bromide S,6 0.7 2.it 2.6 1.7 0.3 
iso-Propyl bromide lit.2 9.3 13.9 3^*2 11.7 7.6 
n-Propyl brwaide l.U 2.5 30.2 29.5 31.8 ii.O 
tfethylene brcsnide 3*7 ee 3.0 2.U - 2.2 
Ethylidene bromide - 1.6 . 1.9 1.3 1.1 
Ethjleae bromide 2.6 5.U 6.5 6.8 ii.5 2.9 
Propgrlen® brwiide 8.5 2.3 20 .U 17.3 18.5 lU.2 
Trireethylene bronide 0.9 0.8 6.6 8.3 7.5 3.5 
"Polymers" 3*k 
wS 
2.9 12.3 22.8 
9^ 
12.U 17.ii 
iQ5.5 
^Fron data of Llbbj^ and Fox (2}. 
the irradiation of liquid n-propyl bromide. The reteaticai is about '1% 
hi^er than the value accarateljr daterciined 1:^ short runs. This particalar 
staple of n-propyl bromide was not quite as highly purified as it might 
have been* and impurities or slight radiation daioage could explain the in­
crease. Hydix>gen bromide is one of the prLmaxy forms of inorganic products, 
and it is possible that in a long irradiation the HBr activity would con­
centrate in tiw vapor above the irradiated liquid. Since no attempt was 
made to capture the vapors in the extraction process* it is conceivable 
that some inorganic yield could be lost in this way for long irradiations. 
Such a losi would give rise to a high value for retention. 
If the above increase was spread throu^out all compounds it would 
not affect their values much* but if it all went to the fozmation of one 
ooQpouadj such as propylexie bromide, then this value would be quite high. 
Birther runs should be carried out to obtain a better value for retention. 
It is suggested that a vez7 small amount of bromine be present diulng 
irradiation to overconw any radiation damage effects. 
The retention value for the run on liquid n-propyl brsaaide at 0°C. 
with h»l mole % added brcsaine is within one por cent of the value expected 
frCK the curve in Fi^re 8. A decrease in all yields except "polymers" is 
noted* The most impressive aspect of these results is t^eir very close 
similarity to the data of Ghien (U) for the (n,y) reaction with 5 nole % 
adUled firg. 
retenti(»i value of IS% for the irradiation of solid iso-propyl 
bromide at -196°C. containing 33 mole % Brg falls on the curve i^own in 
Figure 9, The most striking change noted as a result of added Br2 is the 
drop of n-propyl bromide yield from to One notes also an in­
crease in "polymer^ yield and only a sli^t decrease in propylene bromide 
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yl«ld. fhB irradiation tlae for this run was cut short and as a result 
not as nach aetlTity was produced as is desirable. ^ total jrlcld value 
of 105*5$ for this run is partially explained by the lov statistical accuracy 
due to eowting rates* 
Possible Isotope Effects 
Parent Ckmpoond Yield Compared to Total Orgacic Held 
fhe theory that recoil atoms re-^nter c<»iibination to produce the parent 
compound primarily by elastic (^Uision mechanisas has been proposed by 
Libby (2f3»3U}* To test this theoxy it was desirable to check the n~propyl 
br<»dLde yield compared to the total organic yield for Br^^ and Br^^* As 
viU be shonn later in the discussion of results* if an elastic collision 
mechanism is impoz^ant« one mi^t expect a lower yield of the parent compound 
for Br^^ than for Br^^ because of the analler mass of Br^^i 
LiqudUl n*propyl bromide at 0°C. was irradiated for five hoars at a 
beam intensi^ of about UOO roentgens per minute. The irradiated sample 
was extracted with the aqueous sulfite solution* Following the extraction 
a portion of the extracted n-propyl bromide was saved and counted. Ths 
remainder of l^e extracted n-propyl bremide was added to the mixture of 
carriers and fractionated* The ii»propyl bromide fraction was counted for 
several days and its decay compared to that for the unfractionated n-propyl 
bromide sample* Figure 11 shows the parallel natura of the two curves* 
The expected decrease of parant ccrnipcmnd yield for Br^^ cmparad to Br®°® 
is definitely not apparent* Actually* according to the ratios listed in 
Figura 11* the parent ccaapound seems to show a vezy slight incraase relative 
to the total yield* This incraase* however* is within the statistical error 
of the counting rate of the parent compound sample* 
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Since both samples contained essentially the saase laedium, density 
effects could not have entered In. Because of the vexy high energy of 
the particles enitted on decay aiQr slight differences in wall thickness 
for the two counting tubes used should not have any significant effect* 
The glass wall thidcnesses for all counting tubes are listed by the manu­
facturer as 30 ag/c«^. 
Betention of Br^^« Br77, and Br^^P 
One of the main reasons for attempting the analysis of the gross 
decay curve was to observe possible isotope effects on retention. 
The cuirves of Figures h and 5 oua be used to detenoine retentions 
for Br^^, Br77 and Bi^O® in solid n-propyl bromide at -196®C. Since the 
curve of Figure U represents the total retention or organic yield and the 
curve of Figure 5 represents the total yields both organic and Inorganic, 
the analysis of each curve into the three brcnine activities nakes possible 
a direct deteraination of retention for each bromine isotope. One needs 
only to correct the couintlng rates in one counting tube to ^at they would 
be in the other tube. 
A given sample of n-propyl bromide containing Br®^ was divided into 
two portions. One portion was counted in the tube used above for the total 
yield* and the other was counted In the tube used for organic yield. The 
former tube gave a counting rate which was 0.87 of that in the second tube. 
If one desires to use the aforen^tioned curves to calculate retentions, 
the counting rates found in Figure U must be multli^ed by a factor of 0.87. 
Tb» retentions for Br®Om^ Br76 and Br77 as calculated from the curves were 
670f 67$ and 6^, respectively. Since these are the results of only cnse run, 
it is definitely felt that tiiey should be checked by future investigators. 
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Both of the above samj^es contaimd activities ia fozms of vazying 
volatility^ so it was felt absolutely necessazy to quidcly place both 
samples in given counting tubes and keep the tubes well stoppered during 
the progress of the counting. The nature of the decay carves in both 
cases indicates that no activity was lost due to boiling off of highly 
volatile conponents. 
The vBxy fact that different counting tubes were used raises the 
possibility of error, "nius if the glass wall «ere thicker in one tube 
than in the other the counting rate of one of the activities might be 
affected more than another because of the different energies of their 
enitted particles. 
The was counted by means of the 2.0 Mev beta which is emitted 
by its iasndiate dau^ter, Br^^. the Br7^, on the other hand* was counted 
directly by neans of its 3*6 Hev positron. The only radiation detectable 
in the (tecay of is the 0.3U Mev positron which is aaitted in 5$ of 
the decays. The half-thicknesses for a 2«0 Mev beta and a 3*6 Mev positron 
are 102 and 3I4O mg Al/ca^, respectively, while the value for a 0.3U Mev 
positron is only 8 ag Al/cm^. The first two half-thicknesses are large 
enough to indicate that slight diffexeiKes in the thickness of the walls 
should be unimportant, but the vexy low value of 8 mg Al/on^ for the third 
is indicative of a hi^ susceptibility to such differences. 
The above difficulties are not at all insurmountable. Om could easily 
check the relative counting efficiencies of two tubes for all three activities 
by placing a portion of the sane sample in each tube and following the decay. 
Subsequent analysis would give counting rates for eadi activity in eadi tube. 
The rates could then be oaapared to give counting efficiency ratios for all 
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three aotlvities. Thas* instead of the one factor of 0.8? as was used 
above, there laight be three factors^ one for one for Br^^ and one 
for Br76. 
In a run m liquid iso-propgrl bromide at 0°C. which was carried out 
prior to the above run the analysis of the decay curves for the total re­
tained activity and for the total extracted activity indicated only a 
slight difference in yields for Br^^ and Br®*^. The retention of Br^^ 
eeested to be about ^ ox lower than that of Br®''®# However^ since the 
densities of the propyl bromide and aqueous media were different^ the results 
are probably not as accurate as the results for the above run on solid 
n-propyl bronide in which both samples were counted as liquid n«propyl 
bronidfi. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESUKCS 
Nuclear Reactions 
Th« Br^^(2r,2n)Br^^ and Br79(2^,3n)Br7^ reactions here reported have not 
previously be«n reported in the literature* 
Since the loain coaoern of this research vas not with the coaiplste 
proof of existence of the above reactions, <m2y a few aspects of 8u<^ proof 
were cQnsi<tered* The half-lives of the {products as determined here agree 
quite closely with previously reported literature values. One run on a 
scintillation spectrometer gave energy lines of appraxiraately the oco-rect 
values for Br^^. However, not emiugh Br^^ was produced to give observable 
lines* 
Another indication of the production of these two nuclides was the 
relative zero tine counting rates for Br^^ and Br^^ in tile Q*M* tubes* On 
a theoretical basis a much greater amount of the (Kf2n) produced Br?? would 
be expeeted than of the (^^^,3n) produced Br?^* However, only of the Br?? 
decays are by emissdon of a 0*3U Hev positroni the remainder being tgr electron 
capture, while Br?^ decays almost entirely by emission of a 3*6 Mev positron* 
Since the 0*3U Hev positron has a half t^ickxtess of only 8 mg Al/cm^, only 
a very snail portion of these positrons would pass throu^ the 30 mg/cm^ 
glass wall of the counting tube* The 3*6 Mev positron on the ottasr hand has 
a half thickness of 3itO mg Al/cm^ and would be only very i^ightly absorbed 
in the tube wall* The liquid mediiaa would, of course, esdiibit the same 
effect as the tube wall in decreasing the counting rate of the Br?? with 
respect to the Br?^* A correction factor for absorption coupled with the 
factor of twenty for the fraction of Br?? decays which are observable should 
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glre a eorrected zero-time ratio for the two covinting rates which is approxi-
natelgr the same as the ratio of counting rates expected theoretically* 
ISie Br®^(i^,o<n)A876 and ir79(Jf,o<n)A8^^ reactions had previously been 
reported in the literature (101), and it is evident that they were produced 
here* A ahort-lived activit/j^ presumably 90 minute As^^ was also noted, 
but no attempt was made to detennine its half-life* The above woricers (101) 
had also reported the possibility of ^ Br®H^»°0A877 reaction* The As?^ 
has a reported half-life of 39 hours* Mo such activity is apparent in the 
curve of Figure 3* (See page 149*) 
Momentum Considerations and Isotope Effects 
Libl:y (2,3*75«8it) has proposed that recoil atoms re-enter combination 
as par«ait compounds primarily bgr an elastic collision mechanien* Thus, a 
high energy recoil attm making a direct collision with an atom of similar 
mass can transfer nearly all of its energy to the struck atom. It would 
then be captured by the remaining molecular fragment* 
To test this hypothesis the experiment discussed on pages 70-72 was 
made to see if the ratio of parent compound yield to total organic yield 
would be different for and Br^^, As is noted in Fi^re 11 no appi?e-
ciable differoice was evident although one might expect at least soii» change 
if an elastic collision mechanism is ijnportant* 
The following equation gives the minimum energy that a particle can 
have foUowixig a direct collision with another particle, 
Ej. • Ei(M - M»)2/(M + M»)2, 
in which % is the energy befoie collision, and M and M* are Uie masses of 
the two particles involved in the collision* Thus if a atom strikes 
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either a or a Br®^ at<an it can end up with a ainlmua energjr of about 
l/250,000th of irtiat it had prior to tbB collision. Bit, if a Br76 atom 
hits a Br^^ atom the ainimum energy it can have is appjfoximately 1/27,000th 
of its preirious energy* For a Br^^ atom striking a Br®^ atom the factw 
is about l/lOOO. 
Initial recoil energies frraa ()C^n} activation would be in the range of 
100 to 500 kev. Assuming an initial recoil energy of 100 key, whidi is 
approximately UOOO times the OBr boni energy* it would be possible for a 
BI^O atom to end up with an energy of about one—sixth of thtt energy of the 
C-Br bond after a single collision* Using the same equation it is found 
that for a atcaa striking a Br^^ atom the minimum energy would be U 
times the G-Br bond energy* According to Libbty (75) the Br®^ atom would 
be expected to be captured and fom the parent compoui»l* Qa the other hand, 
the Br^^ wculd recoil with such foriw that it could not be captured. 
Since the energy required to break the reaction "cage" is about 2$% of 
the bond energy, a Br^^ atom having an energy greater than 6000 ev could 
not lose enough energy in one collision with a Br®^ atom to be reoef>tursd 
by the parent fragment. It is evident that there is quite a large energy 
range in which a BjpSOm could be recaptured, whereas a Br?^ atom could not. 
At lower energies glancing collisions could still result in non-capture. 
An expression for average energy loss per collision has been developed 
(75). According to this expression the average energy loss for Br^^ atoms 
striking Br®^ atoms is very nearly the same as for Br76 atoms striking Br®^ 
atoms. Thus, the average number of collisions required to lower either 
Br?^ or Br^O to thezml energies is about the same. The signlfieanoe of 
this is mainly in the fact that only vhen the atoms collide vexy nearly 
head-on will Br^^ and Br®® atoms of a given energy end up with appreciably 
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different energies. And yet|, the onl^ collisions which can result in almost 
coaplete loss of energjr are the very nearly head-on OI»G. For anj case In 
whidi the energy retained after collision is less than about ten per oent 
of the energy held prior to collision the mass difference effect would be 
significant. Until the energy of the recoil aton is lowered to about 10 ev, 
there will be an expected effiect due to mass differences. VSjen the recoil 
atoa has an energy of more than about 10 ev a glancing collision 'idiich 
leases it with more than 10^ of its original energy will allow it to escape 
from ^e reaction "cage". (The energy necessary to escape sach cages Is 
about 1 ev.) However^ when the recoil atom reaches energies of W ev or 
less it can lose energy in inelastic collisions with whole molecules to 
foxn products other than tte parant compound. If an elastic collision 
mechanism to produce the parent conpoiutd is important* all these tH»&sider« 
ations point to a lower ratio of parent compound yield to total organic 
yield for Br76 than for Ths fact that such a decrease is not 
apparent indicates that only a very aaall portion of the reactions in­
volve "hot" atoms with energies greater than about 10 ev. 
Other coaparative data tend to discredit the fact that parent com­
pounds are produced {Olmarily by elastic collision s^chanisais. 
Heferring to Table it (See page 6?.) tme notes only a vezy slightly 
larger n-propyl bromide yield for the (Y,n) reaction than for the (n,^0 
raaction. One might expect a mucdi larger value for the parent compound 
yield fr(»A the (^,n) react ion, because of the imidi greater chance of an 
elas^e collision mechaniaa taking place. But ^at is even more Important 
is the fact that themal reactions TOem to be responsible for about half 
of the parent compound yield in n-propyl bromide. Referring to Table U 
on page 6? it can be seen that the presence of ^ mole % Brg lowers the 
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n-propyl bitwside yield frori 19.75S to 8.8^. As was previously mentioned 
(pages 56-58), most of this difference is considered to be the percentage 
yield due to theraal procesBes. 
The fact that nonthemal reactions are practically independent of 
Initial recoil energy is shown ly the agreement of the n-propyl bromide 
yields for both (Zf'jn) and (n,l?') reactions in liquid n-propjrl bronide con­
taining about 5 mole % added Brg# If one assumes an average initial recoil 
energy of about 100 ev for the (n,2r) reaction, the values of 8.8^ for (y,n) 
and $,6% for (n,2^) indicate that recoil atoms above 100 ev energy rarely 
re-enter the parent compound as the result of one elastic collision* 
The fact that the non-thermal organic yield for the (?f,n) reaction 
in n-proEjrl brcanide of 25^ is only higher than the 21SC for the (n,2r) 
reaction, also indicates a lack of importance of elastic cdlisiai mechanisms. 
7«ry lucent uork !::y Levey and Villard (5U) has con^ared the effects 
of the Br79(n,J0Br®® and Br®^(l*T.)Br®® reactions in the propyl brwnides. 
Sraae of tiieir data are compared with the results of the Br®^(i<',n)Br®^ 
reaction in scavenged n-propyl brcmide as sSiown in Table 6. Again it is 
seen that even in the case of the isoraeric transition actlvaticm a yield 
of 7*7^ for a-propyl bromide is noted. These results seem to iarthar agree 
with the posiiulate that elastic collision mechaniams to produce the parent 
oimpound do not often occur* Indeed in the case of the ls<»aBrio transition 
reaction the atom vould never have enou^ energy to be Involved in an 
elastic collision of the kii^ that have been discussed above. 
Insults which have thus far been reported concerning retention in 
cjystalline propyl bromides indicate the existeiMse of an isotope effect. 
Libby and coworkers (2,81i) have proposed & theory that initial recoil energy 
is important to tiae amount of retention because it determines the slsse of 
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Table 6 
Gonpazlson of product ^elds for the Br80»'(I.T.)Br^°, Br79(n,y)at®0 
and Br°^jC,n)Br®^ reaction® in liqaid propyl bromides 
Ccmpound Irradiated ieo-Propyl Bromide n-Propyl Broisdde 
Mole % Added Brg 0 0 0 5 5 U.7 
Kocte of Aotivation (n,^)® (I.T.F (^^n) (n,yjP (l»T»)®(2J',n} 
Ccrapoui^ Percentage liold 
Ethyl Bxonide 
iso-Propyl Bromide 
n-Propyl Brtmiide 
Hetli^lene Brcnide 
Propylem Bromide 
Total Retention 
0,11; 0.6 
10.1 9.9^ lii.2 
1.0 2,9^ 1.U 
3.7 
8.5 
23.6 21.U^ 36.0 
0.30 0.53 0.8 
0.73 0.78 0.9 
7.7 7.7® 8.8 
0.9$ 1.9 2.7 
2.2P I4.7 ii.O 
21.0 20.00 27.6 
®Fro« data of Levey and Vdllard (5^4). 
^kvemgs of three listed values (JU). 
®Average of four listed values (5I4). 
the pseudo*liquid volotoe produced in the solid. In light of the preceding 
discussion such an explanation appears to rest on a >jeak foundation^ and as 
will no%r be shovn othsr data of the present research tend to discredit this 
thfcoiy. 
Table ^ shows a comparison of the retention yields for various nuclear 
reactions in the crystalline propyl broaddes. One notes an increase of T$ 
in n~propyl bromide and I356 in isoprojyl bromide for the retention fraa th« 
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Table 7 
Retention in erretalline propyl bromides for Br7^{n>y)Br®^, 
Br°Mn,2J')Bi®2 and Br®l(2C,n)BroCtei reactions at -1^6®C. 
C(%poaad Nuclear Reaction % Retention 
n-ftropyl Bromide Bi^^(n,»')Br®2 86.7» 
Br79(n,J<)Br80m 78.2® 
Br®l(J(,n)Br®^ 85 
iso-Propyl Br«»iide Br®l(n,K')Br82 93a 
Br'^(n,V)Br®^ 83® 
Br®^(y,n)Br®Om 96 
^Fron data of Rowland and Libbgr (8ii). 
(ny)0 prodtzoed Br^^. These increases are in direct opposition to the re­
coil energy- theory which proposes a decrease of retention in the solid 
vhen the initial recoil emrgy increases. Admittedly, ths pseudo-liquid 
YOluae foriMJd by the (y,n) react4aa would probably contain a higher density 
of radicals and a higher organic retention would result. But t^e size of 
the pse ado-liquid voIxbds would be very much greater in the case of the (2f,n) 
reaction. Would the recoil atom ever reach the seni-aolten voluiae proposed 
by Idbfcy and Fcoc (2) before either entering organic or inorganic combination? 
It is interesting to note that tiie retention values listed in Table 7 
for Br®®® by (y,n) are in both cases quite close to those for Br®^ by 
activation. 
If Br77 la not Included because of the inaccuracies discussed previously 
there remain the retwntion values of 8756 for Br®^ and 67% for Br^^. 
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Tills dlffemiee is in direct opposition to the recoil energjr hypothesis* 
The arerage initial recoil energy following a (2C,3n) reaction would be 
expected to be less than that following a (^,n) reaction unless all three 
nsatrms were given off simultaneously in nearly tha same direction* 
If this lowering of retention for Br^^ had beai noted in the case 
of the liquid irradiation too, then one might suspect the mass differezice 
melanism suggested at the first of this section* However, since the 
mcGientuffl considerations failed to hold in other cases in which they ml^t 
much raore logically be expected to do bo, one should be hesitant to postulate 
such a nedianisn even if more accurate future data for the liquid pro|:yl 
brcnddes indicate an isotope effect* 
Increased retention yields in solid state irradiations for photo-
induced reactions can be partially explained on an organic radical density 
basis* Imt decreased yields cc»n|»ured to those for inft) activation do not 
seem to fit the picture. The fact that the retention for Br^^ in solid 
n«propyl bromide is apparently less tiian that for aiiy brcmine isotope whidi 
has been produced by neutron activation isadicates that other factors not 
yet understood must be taken into ccnsideration* 
Such isotope effect considerations are obviously in a state of confusion 
at present* l^ch more data are needed to clear up the picture* The fact 
that isotope effects have not been noted in alkyl iodides does seem to indi­
cate that any variations In the alkyl bromides are primarily due to ch^caX 
causes or the delayed eaisslon of jT's* 
In the (jCjn) reaction to fom ap®®® it is conceivable that ^T-rays are 
glvea off Almg with the xwutron In producing the relatively stable Br^^ 
atOB* If sorae of these y*s are delayed long enou^, the recoil atoot night 
already have settled back into combination befoa:« the ^-ray were knitted* 
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If tbs if'om.y vere of tiie proper en«rg3r« it coald be internally converted 
and resalt in disruption of the newly produced molsoule. fhia proeeaa 
might then be repeated try the eadssion of further such It is con* 
oeivable that different isotopes or the saiae isotope different modes 
of aetiration vould have different emission properties* Suoh vaiHUtions 
ooold be the cause for isotope effects. 
SoBHi Important Cftjemical Effects of the Br®^(ir,n)Br®^ Reaction and Their 
Comparison to Those of Other Modes of AotiTation 
Phase Effect Comparlsoas 
As is apparent from Figure 6 (See pane Sh»)t the phase effect which 
has been reported by other workers {2fQk) for in,T() activatioa vaslalso 
noted for the Bi^^(2f,n)Br®^ reaction in the propyl bromides* The fact 
that the results are quite similar for both nudlear reactions izKiicates 
that the determining factors for product yields are prlinarily chemiGal in 
nature. 
the postulate of Xdbby and Fcoc (2) was that the increased retention 
in solid state Irradiations is the result of denw fra^ntation in a semi-
molten volmaft at the edge of the p8eudo*llquld volioie and %h6 increased 
energy necessasy for a recoil atom to break out of the so-called reaction 
"cage". It was postulated that the recoiling atom had suoh a low emrgy 
when entering the saai-raolten volume that in inelastic collisions with 
whole molecules, it would replace carbon and hydrogen atons to fom products 
other than parent compounds. 
As Willard (6) has pointed out^ Xdbby and F(»c did not consider ^e 
possibility that inorgaidc reactions also occur witibi recoil atoms by non-
thsmal prooesses* In other vords^ vHmt is there about the aoXid 
irradiatioQ tihidi resalts In such a large increase in retention* Khen 
the soni-moXten volus» vooXd be expected to have an increased nxu^r of 
inorganic as veil as organic radicals? For one thing> in tiie more rigid 
solid phase the breakage of more C-C bonds would be expected) and this 
would result in an increased noaber of organic radicals vithoat increasing 
the mxnber of inorganic radicals. Another possibilitT- is that suggested 
by Jjurey and VJillard (5^^) concerning the effect of dansitj in ^s {iiass 
studies. They postulated that at hi^r densities the inor^ic radicals 
Bight difftise proportionately faster than the organic radieals. Osrtainly, 
in a seaiHEDOlten vo1ub» an organic radical would have much less freedon 
of movement tiian an H atom. (Inorganic radicals would be mostly H atoms 
although a email percentage would be Br atcaas.) 
The yield of trimethylene bromide in liquid iso-propyl braaide is 
vezy aeall. This is expected since tzimethylene brcanide has bromii» atoms 
m the two tiid carbon atoms while iso^proiyl bromide has its bromine atcw 
on the center cazbon atom. But in the solid phase the yield is increased 
over that in the liquid by a factor of 10. Such an increa^d yield can 
most logically be explained as a result of fragiKsntation into one and two 
eaz^m radicals which reccaabine to fom the trimethylene bromide. In the 
liquid such radicals could more easily diffuse away frcm the site of their 
production than in the solid« and would have less diance of reccMsbining. 
One notes ^at no difference in yield of the parent compound is observed 
in liquid and solid ^-ray irradiations of iso-profi^l bromide. Thus* there 
seems to be little enhancement of this particular reaction which probably 
involves repXaeoMiit of bromine atoms* However^ it does appear here that 
a good deal of the iTO-propyl bromide whidi mi^t otherwise have been formed 
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isomerizes to give n-propijrl branide. D^is ;Jump of n-propyl broaide yield 
frcBi l.li^ in liquid iso-propyl bromide to 305? in soiLid iso-propyl bromide 
may have something to do witii the orientation of molecules in the solid. 
This orientation may result in a greater number of excited propyl radicalSji 
any one of which could c&ptuie the recoil bromine atom and isMoerize to 
n-projyl broaide. The increase of n-propyl bromide yield in solid n-propyl 
bromide might also be explained ty such an increased excitation of propyl 
radicals in the immediate "cage" around the recoil atom* Such excitation 
will be discussed further in connection with the relatively small yield of 
n-propyl brtwiide from solid iso-propyl brcanide containing 33 nole % Brg. 
As will shortly be discussed, the retention of in liquid n-propyl 
bromide for activation is about 1356 higher than of Br^Om for (n,y). 
This parallels the similar T% difference in solid n*propyl broeilde and the 
same effect is noted in iso-propyl bromide. It is certainly expected that 
the pseudo-liquid volume resulting from a (^'',n) produced Br®®® atom would 
contain a much hi^er concentration of radicals than such a volume remlting 
from an (n^V) prodiKsed atom. This surests the possibility that the 
larger solid state retention noted for the (V^n) reaction is the result of 
the greater proportion of reactions of recoil atoms with organic radicals 
in the pseudo-liquid volme. If tl» increase is taken care of in the pseudo-
liquid volvmie then there will be no increase in the semi^molten volume. 
A higher concentration of organic radicals has a much more noticeable 
effect in causing a hi^er thezxnal organic yield, than It does in increasing 
the nonthemal organic yield. Since themal reactions would probably occur 
only to a snail extent in a semi-molten volume, one might expect that both 
(n,iC) and (y,n) produced would form about the sane percentage of organic 
products in the s@ni-molten volume. 
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RelatlTe YleJjd Comparleoas 
fto fact that relative yields for all organic compounds are so 
nearly the sam for various modes of activation either for liquid of 
solid Irradiations indloates that probability factors are Important In 
detemlnlng yields. Only in the case of the Iso-propyl bromide yield 
In liquid Iso-propyl brcanlde Is there an appreciable Increase In parent 
compoudd yield for the compared to the {nplf) reaction. In general, 
for reactions ithlch should not be very dependent on radical density, the 
yields are nearly the same no matter what the mode of activation. Tri« 
methylene bromide could hajnUy be produced as a result of a thermal dif­
fusion reaction in iso-propyl bromide, and its yield is, as expected, vezy 
small for both the and (n,l() reactions. There is, in other wosrdp, 
a certain small probability that the appropriate condensation of fragments 
or rearrangement of brcmtine atoms will occur to give trimethylene brcmide 
no matter what the initial nuclear reaction is. 
Contemporary workera (97,98) have indicated that vaxious modes of 
activation in liquid alkyl iodides produced no appreciable differences in 
retention. Recently, however, it has been reported that the Br7^(n,2n)Br^^ 
reaction in n-propyl brcaaide gives rise to a retention of (102). fhs 
results of the present researdx give a value of U7.W for the Bir®^(2r,n)Br®^ 
reaction. 1!hese values are both appreciably higher than the value of 3^4^ 
previously reported for the (n,y) formation of bromine activities. 
As is evident from the results for scavengers the increased retention 
for the (y,n) reacti<»i is primarily due to thermal diffusion type reactior>8. 
fhis would seem to be expected on the basis that the main effect of ItKsreased 
recoil energies would be a greater production of radicals in the immetiate 
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vicinity of the recoil atom* the breakage of C-C bonds could increase 
the muBber of organic radicals without increasing the number of inorganic 
radicals* Hovmvery such thexmal reactions vouM usually involve organic 
radi(»ls, because of the much faster diffusion of inorganic radicals which 
would cause their concentration to decrease more than that of Ihe organic 
ones. 
One important fact to note is that if one compares the various yields 
resulting from (n«2^) and (^^n) reactions in liquid piropyl bromides the most 
noticeable inci^ses are in the production of one and two atoo cmpaojoda, 
and propylene bromide. In the solid state irradiations only ethylene^ 
methylene and ethyl bromides show appreciable increases for the (2r,n) con-
pared to the (.Tiflf) reaction. 
For nonthermal reactions as shown by the pz>opyl br<»iides containing $ 
mole % added Brgy i^e same increase in yields for ethyl, ethylene, and 
ethylene brcmides is noted^ whereas only propylene bromide of all the others 
shews an app2«ciable increase. 
Again the comparison of the l.T. (iscmeric transition), (n,^) aM 
results shomi in Table 6 indicates a higher yield for methylene broaoi^ by 
(2C,n) than by either in,^) or l.T. reactions. 
Such data indicate an increased number of one and two carbon radicals 
both in the reaction "cage" in which nonthennal reacticms take place, and 
in the immediate vicinity outside of the "cage** in which thermal reactions 
occur. 
The yield for propylene bronide is hi^r for both and (l.T.) 
reactions than for the (n,^) reaction. This latter fact seems to indicate 
a higher degree of excdtation of propyl radicals in the case of the (^,n) 
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than in the (n,2f) case, becauae the I.T. reaction would almost certainly 
involve excitation of propyl radicals, even to the extent of foming ions, 
as a result of the high positive charge on Br atoms produced by the iK)-
meric transition. 
This greater excitation of propyl radicals seems to be indicated by 
the increased production of propyleiae bromide in the (y,n) reaction conpared 
to the (n,y) reaction. The fact that the n-proRrl bromide yield rises so 
sharply in the solid state irradiation of iso-propyl lovmide ooapared to 
tl:^ liquid irradiation gives credence to the idea of excited iso-propyl 
radicals which isosnerize with a switch of bromine to an end cazbon. Such 
increased excitation in the solid ai^t be expected because of the more 
rigid structure of the solid compared to the liquid* 
In the run on solid iso-propyl brc»side with 33 mole % Br2 added a 
yield of only 14*0^ for n-propyl bromide was noted. This is very much 
less than the yield in para solid iso-propyl bromide. The overall re­
tention for such a bromii:^ concentration is which is Just half of that 
for no added Br2. Thus one mi^t expect all yields to be one half as great 
in the 33 nole % bromine mixture. However^ the "polymer" yield actually 
shows an increase, and the propylene bromide shows only a sli^t decrease* 
If only a dilution effect were noted the yield of n-propyl bromide 
would about l6/S, '^polymers" about (>% and propylene brcniide about 9^. 
Hie actual n-propyl bromide yield is 12^ below the expected value, and the 
sum for propylene bromide and "polymers" is 16^ above the expected value. 
It is evident that many of the tactions which would nornjally forni n-propyi 
bromide fmm propylene brtsnide and otitier dibrcmo and tribrmo compoands as 
a result of the large amount of braaine available. In the process of re­
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acting with bromine atoms the hl^Iy excited propyl radicals apparently 
can add vazying numbers of bromine atoms* 
The tern "pol^paer" Is obviously not the most correct word to describe 
all high bollli^ products. Undoubtedly^ eoae of l^ese products are polybromo 
compoui^s of metham^ ethane and propane which are definitely not polymeric. 
Ckmtperisons of the Sca-genger Effects 
The effect of scavengers in liquid propyl bromides parallels that noted 
ty other workers for the (n,^) reacticm (82,6i4) and the (n,2n) reaction (102)* 
Table 6 shows a breakdown of organic and Inorganic yieMs Into thsnaal 
and nontheztaal reactions for three types of activation in the propyl brosides. 
Such a breakdown is based on the assumption that the reactions wlilch are not 
affected by scavengers are nonthermal, and those vhldi are affected are 
themal. 
In comparing the results of the (n,y) activation with those of the 
(2(',n) activation In liquid n-propyl bromide one notes a soich small per­
centage of nonthermal Inorganic ireactions and a much larger percentage of 
thexmal organic reactions for (^,n) activation. Only a slightly greater 
value is noted for the nonthermal organic reactions for (^»n) activation. 
The percentages for thermal inorganic reactions are essentially the same* 
Such a breakdown iiKiicates a hi^er proportion of thermal reactions 
for the (]r,n) than for the (n^JT) activation method. The reason for the 
large decrease in nonthermal reactions is not too clear. Such a decrease 
would result partially frc»n the increase in nonthermal organic yield because 
of the larger number of organic radicals expected in the "cage" wall for the 
(Y,n) reaction. Any fturther decrease indicates a greater ability of recoil 
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Table 8 
Percentage yields of thezml and nonthermal reactions in 
n-propyl bromide 
Irradiation Conditions Liquid SoUd at -1960C. 
Hods of Activation (n,y) ® i^,n) {y,n) 
Type of Reaction Percentage Yields 
Nonthermal Inorganic Uo 25 12 
Thermal Inorganic 26 28 3 
Theimal Organic 13 22 29 
Hon themal Organic 21 25 56 
^^Froffi data of Roy, Hamill and Williams (82). 
atoms to escape the "cage" vail and enter into themal reactions. One mast 
resiBmber that it is not necessaxy for a Br atom to undergo aziy ireaction to 
end up in an extractable fozn. Onoe a Br atom gets away fron l^e initial 
high density of organic radicals^ It will almost certainly be extracted 
as inorganio bromins whether Inor^ically combined or free. 
The artificial breakdown of reactions in solid n-propyl bromide as 
shewn in Table 8 is probably far frcM being exact, but doss indicate the 
preseiwe of at least son® thermal diffusion reactions in the solid. In 
both propsrl bromides the relatively sharp initial drop in retention with 
added Brg is indicative of seme thermal reactions. Certainly if an atom 
escapes the reaction "cage** while still in the pseudo-liquid voliime, it 
can diffuse some before resolidification takes place. As a result of such 
diffusion it msQT quickly collide with one of the great number of radicals 
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expected In the pseudo-liquid volume. One would expect veiy little diffaeion 
and reatultant themal Interaction wjce the medium had resolidified. 
One aspect whicto was not considered above is the effect of brcanlne 
on the ciystal structure of n-propyl bitjinide. Another, of course} is the 
fact that large amounts of brosnii» would increase the number of inorganic 
radicals at the expense of the organic radicals* These effects might be 
partially responsible for the nonlinearity noted in Hgjire 9. (See page 61.) 
If not all nonlinearitar were due to scavenger action, the correct extra­
polation to zero brcaaine concentration wcxild result in a aHftUer value for 
thermal organic inactions than is listed in fable 8. 
SoBW Miseellaneous CoBiparisons 
One notable aspect of the data comparing the I.T., (n,y) and {t,n) 
reactions (See page 60.) is the yield of n-propyl bromide in liquid iso-
propQrl bromide. lields of IjS and l.U^ are noted for the Br^^(n,^C)Bi^ 
and Br^^(^,n)Br^°® reactions, respectively, while the Br®0«(I.T.)Br®° 
reaction gives a yield of 2,J%, Since the Br^*^ frwa isomeric transition 
is highly diarged, it would most likely react by means of an ionic mechanian. 
The higher yield for the I.T. reaction mig^t indicate that an ionic mechanism 
for the production of n-propyl br<»iide from iso-propyl bromide is more highly 
favored than a radical mecdianisB. 
Ihe recent data of Evans and WlUard (5) has indicated a greater multi­
plicity of products than had previously been reported. Actually, in looking 
at ttie chromatograiM,c patteras reported by the above workers it appears 
that most of the new products have boiling points higher t^n trimethyleas 
broaide, i^ich is the highest boiling fraction separated in the present work. 
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It had been prevlousljr expected that several "pol^jroer" cotspouads were pro-
ducedy but no real attempt was made to detexminB their nature* 
Since n-butyl broanide and n-ainyl bromide have boiling points very near­
ly coincident with methylene and ethylene bromides, respectively, part of 
the yields attributed to these latter two compounds could be attributed to 
the longer chain ccsipounds. Chien {k) has reported a yield of about 0.3/^ 
for n-hexyl bromide in liquid n-projyl brcmide with S mole % added Br2* 
This is a small yield and indicates that other long diain bromides would 
contribute veiy little to the total retention yield. 
Hechanien 
Considering all the data here listed and other previous data, a quali­
tative picture of the mechanism as it is understood by the author is in order. 
For the irradiation of a liquid jaroHrl bromide with hi^ energy JT-rays 
the following description of the recoil process mi^t be postulated* 
I^ie nucleus of a at on is struck lay a hi^ energy y*ray foming a 
highly excited compoui»i nucleus. The compound nucleus loses a neutron to 
fom a Br®®* nucleus which is still probably excited above its grovmd state 
level and therefore will emit some 9-rs^s in stabilizing as a relatively 
stable Br®^ atom. 
If tiie neutron is not given off within about 10"!^ ereconds after the 
t-r&y hits the nucleus bond rupture will occur as a result of recoil from 
the y-ray alone. The energy of recoil frm such y*s will be about 2 to S 
Kev. ftit as soon as the neutron is emitted the Br®^ atom will recoil with 
an energy of about 100 to $00 kev* !nMre is no question, but that such 
energies will cause the recoil atom to bneak away from the parent molecule* 
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Saoh high emxgf bronine atons will undottbtedly cause a great degree 
of fragiBaentation in the immediate vicinity of their paths. But even with 
such hi^ initial energies the average atom only requires about ten elastic 
collisions with broniiiK atoms to reduce its energy to the thermal energy 
mnge. 
As has been indicated by the present research and other investigations 
(^U,102) vexy few hig^ emrgjr bromine atoms undergo direct elastic collisions 
to form parent c<»ipound8. Of these few such collisions 8(»ae could give 
rise to Inorganic products as well as organic products* 
^ezi the energy of the atcxn has decreased to about 10 ev it collides 
with whole molecules in inelastic collisions. About S0% of these recoil 
atoms collide in st»h a wegr that they do not have enough energy to escape the 
"cage" of hi^3y excited molecules and radicals directly surrounding them. 
The nature of the various products fozned in such a "cage" and their rela­
tive yields is most likely dependent on two main factors (l) the relative 
probabilities for the presence of various excited molecules or radicals 
in the reaction "cage" and (2) the ability of excited molecules or radicals 
to rearrange^ split or polymerize into new chemioal forms. According to 
tlw results of tte present research nonthermal "cage" reactions account 
for about ^0^ of all reactions. Half of these nonthermal reactions result 
in inorganic combination and half, in oz^anic combination. 
About $0$ of the recoil atoms escape the reaction "cage" and thezmally 
diffuse into the medium. In the immediate vicinity of the reaction "cage" 
a high density of free radicals is concentrated, consisting of fragments 
which were fozned as th« result of the energy transfer processes initiated 
the recoil atom. 
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The themal atom mey meet an organic or inorganic radical as it 
diffuses and thus enter into either organic or inorganic combination* 
Again the relative yields will depend on the relative probabilities for 
various radicals being foxmed. The fact that organic radicals will 
diffuse such aore slowly than inorganic radicals, which are prinarily 
H atenns, will result in a higher relative density of organic radicals 
with respect to inorganic ones. The diffusion rates would thus have 
something to do with the yields of products, a hl^er diffusion rate 
resuitiag in a lower yield. 
The mechanlsBi in the solid is coraplicated by the fact that a pseudO'-
liquld or even gaseous volime is produced around the path of the recoil 
atom. The orientation of molecules in the solid and the fact that th^ 
are mox« temciously held together than in the liquid would probably give 
rise to a mch greater amount of fragmentaUon in this pseudo^liquid volume 
than in the ordinazy liquid. 
It is the postulate of this author that the more fragmentation that 
occurs, the higher wlU be the organic yield. This is based on two facts, 
(l) The breakage of CU>C bonds increases the nmber of organic radicals 
without increasing the number of inorganic radicals. (2) Inorganio radicals 
will diffuse faster than organic radicals, rasultlng in a smaller concen­
tration of inorganic radicals in the vicinity imtoedlately outside the re­
action "cage". On this increased fragmentation basis csie would expect a 
hi^er proportion of themal organic retention in the pseudo-liquid than 
in the ordinary liquid. The present results indicate some scaveiq l^ng 
effect on thermal reactions in the solid state irradiations, and mioh an 
effect would almost necessarily occur in a liquid medium vhere diffusion 
could occur. 
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Aiqt recoil atoms which were still uncombined upcm reaching a semi-
molten region would most likely enter organic combination because the 
organic radicals would be much less free to move than inorganic radicalSf 
andy as was just mentioned the breaking of C-C bonds would give rise to 
organic radicals without producing inorganic radicals. 
Finally as re solidification takes place, excitation of molecules 
might be transferred from (me molecule to the next. Thus, a recoil atom 
resting next to a molecule excited Igr such an energy- transfer process 
might enter into combination with tiie molecule and be retained as organic 
yield. 
If the resulting structure were open enough & bromine atom might 
diffuse a little even in the solid* but this probably would not add ap­
preciably to the retention. 
Whatever the mechanism in the solid* one thing is certain in propyl 
bromides, the ciystalline state definitely enhances the formation of or> 
ganlc products containing recoil atemis. Ihla is something which has not 
been apparent for alkyl iodides. 
In postulating the above mechareLsms for the propyl bromides it is 
painfully evident that not enough data is yet available to give a completely 
general picture of lihat happens when a solid is irradiated. Why are the 
retentions so different for allgrl bromides and so nearly the sane in the 
aUcyl iodides? Perhaps no such general picture will be forthcoming* That 
is to say, '^at variations in chemical nature may iiecessitate considering 
each system as a special case. 
fb» apparent differences of retention in the solid phase irradiation 
for yarl(»is isotopes, have not been satisfactorily explained, and £itu» 
investigators Jdiould find worie along these lines particularly fruitful in 
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more compileteljr explaining the mechanisms* Fei4:iap8 illative diffusion 
rates of t2u» -varioas isotopes are important in determining their retentions. 
Another a^eet would be the importance of delated y' s on resulting diemieal 
effects. Farther data along these lines is much needed. 
Finallyf the practical aspects of synthesizing tagged organic compounds 
vith recoil atoms is another lihase of the field vihich ^ould not be over­
looked. 
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CONaUSIONS 
Five radionuclides have been ob^rved in the present investigation* 
These are produced by the following nuclear reactionsi Bi^^(^r,n)Br®®®, 
Br79(2r,2n)Br77, 3^)23.76^ Br79(»',«n)As7^ and Br®^(f,ofn)A876, Gross 
curves were analyzed into the above c(»nponent activities* The i^oto-
nuclear reactions to produce Br^^ and Br^^ have not previously been re­
ported in the literature. The reaction Br®^(y,®f)As77 which was previous­
ly reported was not here observed* 
Four (X',n) luns on liquid n-propyl bromide whidi had been extensively 
purified gave a Br®^ retention of h7»h * 0.9^, compared to a Bj:^^ re­
tention of 3h$ by (n,y) activation. The (y,n) value for iso-projyl brouide 
was 36$ ^ich is higher than the reported 30^ (n,^) retention value* Ibe 
(y,n) retentions in solid n-propyl and iso-propyl bromides at -196®C. 
were found to be 85 and 96%, respectively, compared to tiie respective values 
of 78 and 83^ previously reported for the (n,?) Br®®® reaction. These solid 
state results are in opposition to the initial recoil energy liypothesi# 
postulated ty Liblgr and coworkers* 
The scavenging effects of broislne and o^^-dibromoethylene which were 
noted in liquid n-propyl bromide for the Br®^(y,n)Br®®® mode of aotlvati(m 
indicate a breakdown of reactions as fc0.1owsJ 2556, nonthermal organic| 
22%f themal organicj 28%, thermal inorftaniej and 2$%, nonthemal inorganic* 
The respective values for ti» (n,2f) reaction have been reported to be 22, 
12, 26, and liO^* 
Scavenger effects seem also to have occurred in crystalline propyl 
bromides at -196°C,, providing evidence that theimal reactions occur in the 
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pseudo^Uquid volume which is produced in the solid around the recoil &toa 
as it loses its energy to the solid medium. 
Irradiated samples of the propyl bromides were fractionally distilled 
to determine the percentage yields of many of the organic products foxned 
as a result of the jdiotonuclear production of The yields in the 
solid state ^ow a very stxlking similarity to those for the 
activation. In the liquid state there are noticeable increases in yields 
of coapounds fonaed as the result of the breakage of C-C bonds and in th« 
yiel^ of propylene bromide. The yield of parent cmpound in liquid n-propyl 
bromide containing mole % added Br2 is only 8.8^ compared to a yield 
of 19.8/8 in pore n-propyl bromide, which indicates that a large proportion 
of the parent compound is fonnd by themal inactions. In the presence 
of Brg as a £ree radical scavenger very striking agreement was obmrved 
between (y«n) and (n«^) activation indicating among other things that the 
mudb greater energy of recoil atoms following the (^>n) reaction does not 
increase the parent cmpound yield. 
The ratio of parent compound yield to total organic yield in liquid 
n-propyl bromide was found to be very nearly the same for aai Bi^^. 
Elastic collision mechanians to produce the parent compound should result 
in a smaller ratio for Br^^ than for 
Analysis of decay curves reailting frwa J^-irradiation of solid n-propyl 
bromide at •1960C, into Br®®®, Br^^, and Br^? activities allowed the calcu­
lation of retention values which werSf respectively, 87^, ^T% and 62$. The 
large difference in the values far Br®®® and Br^^ indicates some isotope 
effect. The values, however, represent the resiilts of on3y a single run 
and could be in error. The fact of inq[>ortance here is that the curves can 
be analyssed, thus making such retention calculations possible. It is hoped 
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that future investigators will cheek these values. 
The above results, in general, indicate soaie new ideas about the 
mechanism by which atoms re-enter combination. It appears that 
the initial recoil energy is unimportant in determining yields, except 
in the greater production of radicals. The random fragmentation theory 
of Willard seems to be Davored by the very close similarity ot percentage 
yields for the ()r,n) and (n,^) modes of activation. To be more explicit 
one might say that the relative yields of organic products are based mainly 
on the probabilities for the random fozmation of each. Elastic collision 
mechanians at energies above 10 ev to produce the parent compound are not 
jm:portant, and probably contribute to not more than about 3^ of the total 
retention. 
The gireater production of radicals whidi occurs as a result of hi^er 
energy recoil atoms or as the result of a change of state from liquid to 
solid probably enhances retention for two main reasons. (1) Breakage of 
C-C bonds produces organic radicals but not inorganic ones| and (2) H atcms, 
which are the primary Inorganic radicals, will diffuse away mdi faster 
than tlwir organic counterparts. Both of these factors would increase the 
probability of a recoil atom being captured l2y an organic radlisil and thus 
increase the retention. 
The reasons for isotope effects are not clear from the data which have 
thus .far been obtained. The relative diffusion rates for the various iso­
topes may be important. Delagred y's resulting in bond rupture after a 
recoil atcaa has recombined may also explain retention differences for various 
isotopes. The investigations of these aspects of the field should prove quite 
useful In gaining a better understanding of the varioas mechanisms iidiioh 
recoil atoms re-enter combination. 
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